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FOREWORD 

A part of the research work on Contract Nonr 393(01) has bear, carried 
out by Mr. Satoshi Matsushima, a graduate student participating in a co- 
operative research program in solar physics between High Altitude Observa- 
tory and the University of Utah. The following document is the Ph.D. 
thesis summarizing his work. It is issued herewith as a contract technical 
report. The thesis was jointly supervised by the astrophysics group of the 
University of Utah, the research staff of High Altitude Observatory, and 
Dr. Richard N. Thomas of Harvard College Observatory, 

The thesis reports results on the thermodynamie structure of the soiar 
atmosphere derived principally from the observations of the total 3olar 
eclipse at Khartoum, Sudan, on 25 February 1952, The observational materials 
used for this study ^ero reported in an earlier thesis prepared under this 
contract by Dr. Russell Grant Athay. 

The entire program of this contract, including both the eclipse observa- 
tions and the post-eclipse analysis, has been carried out in close coopera- 
tion with the Naval Research Laboratory. This work on the thermodynamie 
structure of the sun from optical observations has great relevance to the 
work of the Naval Research Laboratory on the same problem, using solar radio 
noise observations. We wish to express our deep appreciation to the Naval 
Research Laboratory group and in particular to Dr. John P. Hagen and Dr. 
E. 0. Hulburt, for their invaluable consultation and assistance. 

The principal, scientific results in this thesis will later be made the 
subject of published articles in the scientific literature, and reprints 
will be available as additional technical reports under this contract. 

Walter Orr Roberts, Director 
High Altitude Observatory 

8 May 195U 
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ABSTRACT 

Recent observations have shown that the classical theory of the 
3teller atmospheres is not at all adequate for explaining the thermody- 
nainic structure of the solar chromosphere* In this thesis a special 
effort was made to develop the theory of the structure of an atmosphere 
in which departures from thermodynamic equilibrium are predominant. A 
theory of the phenomenon of self-absorption was also treated. These 
theoretical developments were carxiel out with the aim of solving various 
discrepancies encountered in the interpretation of the flash spectrum by 
classical theory. The resulting theoretical relationships were then 
applied to the analysis of the hydrogen spectra observed at the 1932 and 
1952 eclipses. 

In general;, if the kinetic temperature and the radiation temperature 
in an atmosphere are not identical, the distribution of the atomic energy 
states can not be described by the equations of thermodynamic equilibrium. 
The departure from thermodynamic equilibrium may be measured by a dimen- 
tionless quantity, bn, which is a ratio of atomic density in the nth energy 
level to that given by the Boltzmann-Saha formula. The principle of the 
theoretical calculation of bn, developed by Menzel and Thomas, was employed 
in devising a method of taking collisional transitions into consideration. 
Numerical calculations were carried out for a pure hydrogen atmosphere, 
characterised by a kinetic temperature, T6 = 35,000° and illuminated by a 
radiation field at a temperature, Tr = 6,000°. It appeared that the 
largest differences between our bn-values and those that Thomas obtained 
were in bj_ and b2« Thomas neglected collisional excitation from levels 
other than the first level. We then applied our numerical values of bn to 
explain some inconsistencies that appeared in laboratory measurements of 
hydrogen arc spectra. 

New theoretical expressions for the total Balmer line intensities 
observable in the eclipse spectra were then developed, so as to include 
the effect of self-absorption. The resulting formula, for total line 
emission, %2* integrated over a volume above the moon's limb iss 

« n  » -Wn2 A „ Nn(h>  ,* J,  n  N2(h) a2n,o  1 

where Nn(h) denotes the total number of hydrogen atoms in the n^1 level 
within a unit column along the line-of-sight at a chromospheric height, 
h, and ct2n 0 ^8 ^ie atomic absorption coefficient at the line center,    p 
represents the exponential height gradient of hydrogen atom.    Some approxi- 

*"      • mate formulae were also derived empirically that agreed with the above 
Y» expression for the    range of physical parameters involved in the present 

'* *• • problem. 

The following assumptions were made to perform the integrations 

. 
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1. The density of hydrogen atoms decreases exponentially outwards 
along a solar radius, 

2. The logarithmic gradient, B, is assumed to be the same for all 
energy states of hydrogen. 

3. The kinetic temperature, Te, is constant throughout the 
atmosphere. 

U.  The central intensity of the lines is solely determined by the 
Doppler profile. 

The formula for self-absorption thus obtained was applied to the 
analysis of Balmer line intensities of the 1932 and 1952 eclipse spectra 
to determine the distribution of hydrogen atoms in the 2nd level, N2, and 
the chromospheric electron temperature. It was found that assumptions 1 
and 3 are sufficiently consistent in th3 lower region of the chromosphere 
where our present investigations are concerned. Assumptions 2 and k 
appeared to be most questionable. At the present stage of this research 
it seems difficult to examine quantitatively the possible errors due to 
these simplifications. More precise calculations, including 8n on n and 
fine structures of line profiles, would be possible only by numerical 
integration. 

Essentially three methods were developed in analyzing the 1932 and 
1952 eclipse spectra: (a) determination of the population of the Balmer 
ground state from the relative amount of self-absorption in the Balmer 
lines.  (The basic principle of this method was first considered by Thomas.) 
(b) determination of the amount of self-absorption and the departure from 
thermodynamic equilibrixim, bn, simultaneously from the line intensities 
only1 (c) obtaining the amount of self-absorption and bn by combining the 
line intensities and the emission in the continuum; then, determining bn 
by using the results from the first and second methods to examine the 
internal consistencies. All of the above results showed good agreement 
within the estimated errors of the observations. 

From the 1932 data it was found that N2, the total number of atoms 
in the Balmer ground state within a unit column along the line-of-sight 
at a chromospheric height, h, and the exponential height gradient, 8, 
could be well represented by the following formulaes 

log N2 - 16.13 + £log (JjjL) -0.36 x 10-
8 hcm; p - 0.82 x 10-°cm-l 

Similarly from the 1952 data, it was found thats 

log N2 - 16.3? (+0.023) + §log (jjjjg-) -0.578 (+0.018) x loA05" 

B - 1.33 x 10"8cm~1 

The most probable value of N2 at each height was given by using the 
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TQ &J stribution determined from the continuum analysis. It was concluded 
that the physical conditions in the chromospheric regions observed at- the 
1932 and 1952 eclinses were considerably different. Departure from 
thermodynamic equilibrium were not predominant in the 1932 data and only 
the effect of self-absorption may be important for the interpretation of 
the Balmer decrement, On the other hand, both effects appeared euqally 
important in the 195>2 data. 

log bn - -0.13  (+0.022) + 6.7 (+0.28) J 

or 

TQ and N£ 

_ 

From the 195>2 data the observed values of bn for n higher than 10 
were found to be almost constant in the region lower than 30,000 km. 
Detailed calculations showed that the values from b^Q to boQ could be 
expressed by 

log bn = 0.73 (+O.0U9) - 0,02U(*D.0011) n 

The value of b2 at each height was also determined by two independent 
methods. The results agreed sufficiently to prove the accuracy of the 
methods. 

• 

These values of bn provide a measure of the chromospheric electron 
temperature, Te, and electron density, NB. TQ was found to increase up- 
wards but not to reach 30,000° below the height h • 3,000 km. More exact 
values of Te could not be obtained, because of the lack of theoretical 
values of bno It was therefore suggested that the theoretical calcula- 
tions of bn should be carried out for small intervals of the values of 

! 
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INTRODUCTION 

It has long been known, even before quantitative measurements were 
possible, that the flash spectrum of the solar chromosphere has various 
anomalous features that could not be explained by a simple analogy to 
the classical theory of stellar atmospheres. One might expect, from 
Kirchhoff'a law, that the flash spectinim should be a reversal of the 
Fraunhofer spectrum. That is, the relative intensities of the chromo- 
spheric emission lines would be the same as photospheric.  In a more 
concrete definition, one may say that the "classical theory" of the 
chromosphere is a model according to which hydrostatic equilibrium holds, 
and in which the excitation and ionizaiion of atoms are fully described 
by the Boltzmann-Saha formula based on the assumption of thermodynamic 
equilibrium at the photospheric radiation temperature. Thus, once the 
boundary conditions are set, the classical model completely determines 
the distribution of physical parameters from which one can predict the 
quantitative character of the chroinospheric spectrum. 

A number of eclipse observations for determining the relative in- 
tensities of lines and the continuum only confirmed the above mentioned 
descrepancies with the classical model.  The first quantitative mea- 
surements were made at the 1932 eclipse by Gillie and Menzel (1935). 
From the energy distribution in the Balmer contimrjm they obtained a 
value for the electron temperature Te •= 5000° K, and, using this tem- 
perature, they computed an electron density Ne = 2.3 x 10^-1 cm~3 from 
the Balmer free-bound emission. 

r*> 

The most conspicuous features of the eclipse spectrum may be the 
anomalous excitation of hydrogen lines and the presence of lines of He I 
and He II that are not observed in the photospheric spectrum.  Despite 
the evidence of such superexcitation of H and He, Wildt (1947) obtained 
a value of Ne similar to that of Gillie and Menzel by an application of 
the Inglis-Teller formula (1939) for the resolution of hydrogen lines. 
Further, Goldberg's (193$) determination of the excitation temperature 
from the relative population of excited helium levels indicated similar 
results, except for the upward increase of temperature.  For thermo- 
dynamic equilibrium, the relative population of atoms in excited levels 
is given by the Boltzmann-Saha relation for a given Te and Ne.  Hence, 
unless we assume an unreasonably low electron density, the above value 
of Te is much too low to produce the lines of such high excitations. 

The appearance of most of the ionized metallic lines as more en- 
hanced than those in the Fraunhofer spectrum was also considered as 
indicating anomalous excitation. Vtoolley and Stibbs (1953), for example, 
insist that the ionization of metals in the chromosphere does not require 
a temperature higher than that of the photosphere, and that enhanced 
linen can be adequately accounted for by a decrease in pressure.  But, 
they state that this cannot be extended to the hydrogen and helium 
excitations. 

• u:J 
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Thus, the first inconsistency with the classical model appears in the 
large difference of intensities between the higher excitation lines and 
the metallic lines. Miyamoto (1947), and the author and Miyamoto (1947) 
considered the possibility that the ultraviolet radiation emitted inwards 
from the highly heated corona causes these chromospheric excitations, so 
that it is not necessary to have a radiation temperature higher than the 
photospheric temperature. They computed the amount of free-free emission 
due to the free electrons of velocities corresponding to Te = 1,000,000° K, 
The energy values thus obtained at the frequencies corresponding to the 
ionization potentials of He I and He II were, respectively, equal to 
energies at these same frequencies in 8000° and 16,500° black body radia- 
tion. The computed values were, however, inadequate for explaining the 
ionization of hydrogen. 

The next direct observational contradiction to the classier! model 
is associated with the assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium, The observed 
limb darkening shows evidence thut the photosphere is in hydrostatic equili- 
brium, under the assumption that the negative hydrogen ion is responsible 
for the opacity in the continuum.  If we a ssume a layer in hydrostatic 
equilibrium as an extension of the photosphere and calculate the logarith- 
mic density gradient, y3 ~%P&T > we Set km t-7 *t0~*  cW1' for T s 5000° K 
and the mean molecular weight, << - 1  .  Contrary to this theoretical pre- 
diction, the observed intensity decrement along the geometrical height 
appears much too low for the theoretical value.  (For thermodynamic 
equilibrium and no self-absorption, the emission gradient is equal to the 
density gradient.) According to Cillie and Menzel (1935), for example, 
yS for neutral hydrogen at a height of about 1000 Ion above the limb is 
1,54 * 10~^ cm-1, which agrees well with the value 1.62 • 10""8 cm-1 

obtained by Pannekoek and Minnaert (1928) from the 1927 eclipse data. 
Again under the assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium, these height gra- 
dients require a temperature of the order 20,000° K,  Wildt (1947), using 
an ingeneous method covering a number of previous observations, gets 
/fi *« 0.1 • I0~8  C*A-~'  which leads to the temperature as high as 35,000° K. 
The disagreement of Wildt's value with these previously obtained is dis- 
cussed by Thomas (1950b), He argues that the omission of the departure 
from thermodynamic equilibrium would lower the value of $ in Wildt's 
method. Since Wildt1s determination is based on the comparison of lines 
of different quantum number, the positive quantity due to the departure 
from thermodynamic equilibrium should enter directly into the density 
gradient. Further, the eclipse observations show that the emission gra- 
dients of hydrogen lines increase systematically towards higher members 
of the Balmer series. Aa we shall discuss in the later chapters of this 
paper, this seems to be one of the pieces of evidence indicating that the 
chromosphere is not in a state of thermodynamic equilibrium. Thus, the 

pf important fact of these eclipse observations is that there exists a sharp 
jj line of demarcation between the chromosphere and the photosphere, where 
•'^ the assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium must break down unless we 

assume a temperature as high ar 20,000 - 30,000°. 

In addition to the above lover emission gradient, the observed low 
decrement of Balmer line intensities towards the series limit has been 

• 
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veil known as one of the anomalous features of the flash spectrum. As 
we shall discuss in detail in Chapter IV, Thomas (l950o) has studied 
this descrepancy and shown that it is mostly due to the ignoring of the 
effect of self-absorption, in earlier considerations of the problem. 

In the above we have mentioned various observational evidence 
suggesting that the actual chromosphere departs considerably from the 
simplest model in which it is considered as an extension of the photo- 
spheric surface, and have pointed out that spectroscopic observations 
may be better explained by assuming n higher temperature in the chromo- 
sphere than in the photosphere. 

Since the existence of a coronal electron temperature of the order 
of a million degrees is well established, it is natural to assume a tem- 
perature increase outward. That is, there must exist a layer above the 
photosphere in which the temperature gradient changes its sign.  The only 
question is whether the minimum temperature is at the base or above the 
chromosphere. 

The determination of kinetic temperature by Redman (1942a, 1942b) 
appeared most likely to give a definite solution for this question. 
Redman measured the line-profiles of several intense lines of the 1940 
eclipse spectrum,  from the relative broadening of hydrogen lines and the 
lines of heavier elements, he concluded that the line width is mainly due 
to Doppler broadening by thermal motion of atoms corresponding to a kinetic 
temperature of 30,000° K, rather than turbulent motion. These observations 
apply to chromospheric heights as low as 1500 km.  On the other hand, tem- 
peratures in the photospheric layers as obtained from limb darkening in 
the continuum, excitation of molecular or metallic lines, Balmer line 
profiles, etc. indicated (following recent reviews by Minnaert (1953) and 
Unsold (1952)) a temperature of 3,800 to 4,500° in the external photo- 
spheric layers. Similar results were obtained by Pecker (1951) and others 
from the theory of radiative equilibrium and the blanketing effect.  How- 
ever, contrary to earlier interpretations of the broadening of Fraunhofer 
lines as due to turbulent motion, Bell (1951) insists that it is caused 
by thermal motion at a kinetic temperature of at least 10,000° K. She has 
examined the half-widths of line profiles made by elements of various 
atomic weight and found that the Doppler width varies with atomic weight 
in such a way as to indicate a thermal motion corresponding to Te = 10,000° 
for high excitation, 17,000° for low excitation neutral lines and 20,000° 
for ionized lines. The value of 17,000° is also confirmed by her curve- 
of-growth results. Further, Bell considered that the systematic change 
of Te with excitation potential shows that the kinetic temperature in- 
creasing upwards, since other evidence, such as the heights to v/hich 
various lines extend in the chromosphere, agrees in indicating that the 
lower excitation lines are formed at a greater elevation in the atmosphere 
than the higher. Also, ionization increases outward and the ionized lines 
have the highest kinetic temperature of all. She states that the value 
of 17,000° K agrees well with the previous measures by Allen (1937,1949), 
Menzel and Dell (1948), Pierce and Goldberg (1943), Shane (1941), van de 
Hulst (1946), etc., except thet in the past the interpretation has been 

. • •• 
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in terms of turbulent velocities. Bell, however, finds no evidence for 
velocities independent of atomic weight. Bell's assumption that she may 
ignore the detailed distribution of atoms and the ambiguity of her method 
of measuring the half-widths are criticized by J. Houtgast (1952) and 
others. 

While Bell's result is thus open to question, it may be considered 
evidence to support Redman's hypothesis, indicating that the reversal of 
temperature may lie even as low as the reversing layer. Since the tem- 
peratures discussed above are all kinetic temperatures determined from the 
lines individually, they are not necessarily contradictory with the radia- 
tion temperature which characterizes the continuum and the relative inten- 
sities of Fraunhofer lines. Ultimately we must distinguish between radia- 
tion temperature, kinetic (electron) temperature, excitation temperature, 
ior.ization temperature, etc.  These temperatures should be identical only 
when the atmosphere is in a state of strict thermodynamic equilibrium. 
If we postulate that the physical state of the chromosphere departs from 
thermodynamic equilibrixim, we nmst specify the physical conditions in 
order to relate the temperatures defined in different ways. 

» 
The question of how the energy necessary to raise the kinetic tem- 

perature above the photospheric temperature is supplied now arises. This 
problem has been studied by several authors including Bierman (1948), 
Schwarzschild (1948), Thomas (1948a), Alfven (1947, 1950), Hoyle (1949), 
Miyamoto (1949), etc. We discuss only a theory by Thomas which starts 
more directly from observed facts than is the case with other more specu- 
lative considerations. Thomas interprets the observation of chromospheric 
spicules as a system of superthermic jets. These jets supply the energy 
needed to give the observed high kinetic temperature in the chromosphere. 
His quantitative calculation based on hydrodynamics predicts theoretically 
a configuration of the spicules which agrees with the essential features 
observed by W. 0. Roberts (1945) and shows that the energy transferred 
from the system to the chromosphere appears adequate to maintain a 35,000° 
kinetic temperature. 

Further, Thomas (1948b, 1949a, b, c, 1950b, 1952) has developed the 
hypothesis of a 35,000° kinetic temperature to treat the radiation field 
of the hydrogen chromosphere and has explained the anomalous excitation 
of the Balmer lines mentioned earlier.  He assumed a pure hydrogen atmos- 
phere with a kinetic temperature of 35,000° which is illuminated by a 
photospheric radiation temperature of 6000°.  In such a high kinetic tem- 
perature, the effect of collisional excitation or ionization becomes 
predominent, causing a severe departure from thermodynamic equilibrium, 
ao that the distribution of populations of each energy state does not 

** obey the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. As will be discussed in detail 
in the later chapters of this thesis, Thomas has shown that in general as 
the kinetic temperature increases a larger number of atoms remain in 
lower energy states than there would be in the case of thermodynamic 
equilibrium. After solving the cyclic (steady state) equations for each 
transition of hydrogen including the photoelectric and collisional transi- 
tions, the numerical results by Thomas show a large excess of atoms in the 
Balmer ground state for the possible range of chromospheric electron densities 
assumed. 

i 
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The same problems were treated independently by Glovanelli (1948a, b, 
c, d) by a slightly different method. He computed the population of the 
Balmer ground state directly, while Thomas accounted for its excess over 
the Boltzmann distribution by a parameter, bn. Numerical comparison of 
the two methods shows comparable results. 

Thus while Redman's hypothesis had been supported, the recent develop- 
ment of radio observation provided another means of measuring the electron 
temperature of the solar atmosphere. The electron temperature may be 
determined from the total amount of energy emitted at a certain wave length 
from above a certain height in theain's atmosphere, provided the distribu- 
tion of electron densities in the corresponding region is known. Hagen 
(1951) observed the quiet sun's intensity at a wavelength of 8.5 mm and 
obtained the equivalent temperature due to the thermal radiation through- 
out the chromospheric and coronal region. He made an analysis of these 
measurements in conjunction with many other measurements at longer wave 
lengths to determine the electron temperature gradient. Since the observed 
equivalent temperature is an integrated radiation throughout the atmosphere 
above a certain height, we have to assume the electron density distribu- 
tion to reduce the observed temperature to the kinetic temperature at each 
layer. Hagen adopted the values of Me obtained by Baumbach (1937), Allen 
(1947) and van de Hulst (1947) for the corona and Wildt's (1947) values 
for the chromosphere. According to Hagen, Wildt's Ne distribution in the 
chromosphere is somewhat hypothetical, except perhaps for the density (or 
rather upper limit to the density) of 1.74 • lCP--*- electrons per cubic cm 
at a height of 500 km. Assuming such a model, Hagen reached the conclu- 
sion that the electron temperature is fairly uniform at a value less than 
10,000° K to a height of 10,000 km and then rises steeply to a temperature 
of 1,000,000° K. at a height of 25,000 km. To make radio noise data agree 
with Redman's temperature value at 1500 km, it is necessary to decrease 
the absorption coefficients so that the principal absorption for the 
shorter wavelengths will occur at much lower heights. Since the absorp- 
tion coefficient varier,directly with Ne

2 and inversely with Te3/2, either 
an increase in the assigned temperature of the chromosphere, a decrease 
in the electron density, or some conbination of these two is indicated. 
Hagen's calculations show that, in order to satisfy simultaneously an 
existance of a kinetic temperature of 30,000° K at a height of 1500 km 
and the observed equivalent temperature at the \arious radio wave lengths, 
the electron density in the lower chromosphere must be reduced to a value 
about one-tenth of the one he first assumed. This would change the posi- 
tion of maximum temperature gradient from the top of the chromosphere to 
a point in the chromospheric region. 

Although the uncertainty in the Ne distribution made the interpreta- 
tion of the radio measurements somewhat indeterminate, Hagen'3 results at 
one time appeared to offer an important contradiction to Redman's. Many 
authors used this radio result as an argument for temperatures as low as 
5000 - 6000° X for the chromosphere. Since the temperature determined by 
Redman is the kinetic temperature, and that determined by radio noise is 
the electron temperature, we inquire whether or not we should expect the 
two to agree, V/e may define the electron temperature as a measure of the 

• 
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thermal motion of electrons and the kinetic temperature as the same 
function of the motion of the atoms. If we assume a Maxwellian distri- 
bution of velocities and equipartition of energy, then these two tem- 
peratures must be identical. Thomas, Krook, Menzel and Bhatnager (1953) 
have concluded from theoretical considerations that Te cannot differ 
significantly from Tk for Te < 108 . K. 

A number of objections have been raised by those who criticize the 
hypothesis of the higher kinetic temperature in the chromosphere.  The 
most direct objection to Redman's interpretation was made by S. Miyamoto 
(1951b).  He pointed out that the omission of self-absorption in Redman's 
measurement may cause an erroneous interpretation of the line-profiles. 
Since self-absorption is more effective in the central portion of a line, 
it would tend to increase the half-widths of the observed line-profiles. 
Miyamoto calculated the half-width of H^, H », and Hy including self- 
absorption and has shown that Redman's measurements agree with his results, 
if T is set as 5,700°. This suggestion has been widely accepted by several 
authors (van de Hulst 1954) including Redman (1952) himself. 

It seems that most of the criticisms of Redman's hypothesis are based 
on the study of the excitations and ionizations of metallic lines. While 
the high intensity of ionized metallic lines compared to the neutral had 
been considered at one time as one of the anomalies of the flash spectrum, 
Menzel (1931) and VJoolley and Stibbs (1953) have shown that it can be 
attributed to the decrease of electron pressure in the chromosphere and 
does not require a higher temperature.  Their detailed calculations, 
using the ionization formula, have explained the observed relative inten- 
sities of ionized metallic lines to those of neutral lines.  Miyamoto 
and Kawaguchi (1950) compared the metallic line intensities in the flash 
spectra with thope predicted by theories of metallic ionization and the 
emission curve of growth for the Ca II K line.  They have shown that for 
Te - 35,000° the metallic ionization by electron collision would be far 
too great and it would resemble that of the atmospheres of the earliest 
type stars.  It is concluded that the observed emission curve of growth 
obtained from one 1930 eclipse for the Ca K line is best represented by 
the theoretical curve for Te = 6000°. Further, Miyamoto (1951b) has 
calculated the ultraviolet emission from the chromosphere of Te = 35,000°, 
in which he argues that for such a high temperature, hydrogen must be so 
completely ionized that the abundance ratio of hydrogen to metals does 
not coincide with the observed value, 10^ : 1. 

Wurm (l94Sa, b) has considered the presence or absenc<- of the nebular 
forbidden lines of oxygen and nitrogen to be a criterion of chromospheric 
electron temperature. He haB computed, as a function of the electron 

f temperature, the theoretical intensity ratio of forbidden transitions by 
B| collision for the ground states of 01, Oil, 0111, and Nil to the photo- 
*% spheric light scattered by electrons. He shows that these ratios are 

less than unity for Te = 5000°, but are the order of 10
2 for Te higher 

than 20,000°. Thus Wurm argues that none of these forbidden lines should 
be seen if the chromospheric temperature is of the order of 5000°, but, 
instead, all the lines should be present if the temperature is as high as 



35,000°. Since, in spite of the non-appearance of these lines, there must 
be some layer in the chromosphere where Te reaches to 35,000°, wurm con- 
cludes that the layers at such high temperature are exceedingly thin; that 
is, the temperature rises very steeply in the upper region of the chromo- 
sphere as is indicated by radio noise observations. 

This conclusion of Wurm has been supported by Woolley and Allen (1950). 
They considered a theoretical model of the corona and the chromosphere, 
trying to make a best fit with observed data. Woolley and Allen compute 
the amount of the ultraviolet (Lyman continuum) radiation emitted from 
their model as a function of the electron temperature and conclude that 
the Lyman continuum emission from the low temperature chromosphere just 
satisfies the observed excitation of the ionosphere, but for temperature 
as high as 35,000° K the theoretical level of ionization would be much 
higher than is observed. As a model, they assumed Baumbach's electron 
density distributions, setting the temperature at 5000° K up to a height 
of 5000 km, then rising to the order of 1,000,000° within a layer of a 
few hundred kilometers. This gives a best fit with the radio results. 

As an explanation of the apptai'ance of He I and He II lines that would 
be consistent with Redman's observations, Woolley suggests that the actual 
chranosphere is not homogeneous but is so irregular that any particular 
line-of-sight in the flash observation samples a variety of hot and cold 
spots.  That may be the reason why the high excitation lines like He I and 
He II appear at the same height as the lowest excitation metallic lines. 
On the other hand, Miyamoto (1951a) has examined the excitation of 
helium under the assumption of Te — 35,000° and hydrogen helium ratio 
5:1. He computed the intensities of the resonance lines of He I. and He II, 
using the optical depth in the chromosphere, and shoved that the popu- 
lations of the excited levels of He I and He II should become so large 
that the strong absorption lines of these elements would be present in the 
Fraunhofer spectrum. By such arguments he concludes that the study of the 
helium lines by L. Goldberg (l93c, ) indicates a kinetic temperature not 
exceeding 10,000°.  His result appeared favorable for the lower tempera- 
ture at lower heights of the chromosphere, although the temperature 
appears to increase upwards already in the lower layers. 

Finally we note the temperature determination from the Halmer dis- 
continuity.  Zanstra (1950a, b) has attempted to separate the free-bound 
emission and the scattered radiation by free electrons at the Balmer and 
Paschen series limit. Since the capture component of Paschen continuum 
is sensitive to the temperature and decreases rapidly toward shorter wave 
lengths for Te = 5000°, the intensity jump at the Ealmer limit is larger 
for lower than for higher temperatures. After examining the 1926 eclipse 
observation by Davidson and Stratton (1927), Zanstra finds the disconti- 
nuity is considerably larger than the theoretical upper limit for Te - 
30,000°. More precise measurements were made by Koelbloed and Veltman 
(1951), who obtained the upper limit of Te as 15,000° - 20,000°. A 
similar problem has been also discussed by S. Ueno (1950) besed on the 
low chromospheric temperature. 
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We have summarized above the important studies related to  the  chromo- 
spheric temperature made before the 1952 eclipse.     We have seen that there 
exist many difficulties and inconsistent observations in the path of a 
self-consistent theory of the chromosphere.    A large number of expeditions 
went to Khartoum,  Sudan,  for the eclipse,  February 25, 1952, aiming to 
resolve these discrepancies.     While the numerical results of these obser- 
vations have not yet been published at the time this  thesis was written, 
ve may discuss the preliminary results for two important observations. 
Hagen   (1953)  made solar radio noise observations at 8 mm wave length and 
examined the intensity change with the moon's motion.    He concluded that 
his results inplied a non-homogeneous model of the chromosphere.    He 
suggests that the radio observations may not be fully explained by a uni- 
form chromosphere with a monotonic variation of temperature upwards. 
According to his  explanation,  the chromospheric model may be best described 
as a mixture of spicule-like radial columns of different physical conditions, 
namely,     a mixture of columns with high temperature and low density and 
columns with low temperature and high density.     The integrated emission 
observed at radio wave length gives a sort of averaged temperature.     Redman's 
spectra obtained at  the 1940 eclipse may have been representative of a 
high temperature, region. 

At the 1952  eclipse,   Redman   (1952)  repeated his  1940 observations. 
He obtained eight exposures  for each of the wave length regions,  5550A - 
6040 A and 3430A  - 413 0 A.    Thus  the Balmer lines  up to  H32 are covered 
by his  spectrum.     Admitting the suggestion by Miyamoto   (1951b)  Redman 
states that the strong self-absorption  for the  early members of the Balmer 
series may  cause an erroneous  interpretation of the width as due to thermal 
motion only,  although the shape of the line may not reveal self-reversal 
like in metallic lines.     He proposed that this trouble can be reduced by 
going to higher members of the series.     This may  lead  to difficulty from 
the  broadening by Stark effect,  although Redman observed  ehat the lines 
do not grow  brcader and broader towards  the series limit,  as has been 
suggested.     Allowing for the effects of both self-absorption and Stark 
effect,  Redman's  preliminary results  show some modification of his  former 
value.     That is,  he declares  that the kinetic  temperature estimated from 
the higher members of Balmer series and the weak metallic lines  cannot 
exceed 17,000°  K.    A higher value similar to  earlier measurements  is shown 
for the lowest Balmer lines.     This  seems  to  imply  the effect of self- 
absorption. 

After this  thesis research had been completed,  we received a prelimin- 
ary summary of the attempt by Woltjer   (1954)  to  construct a spicule-like 
model for  the chromosphere,  as has been suggested by Hagen   (1953).    Woltjer 

4 measured intensities of spicules and the parts between spicules on a He 
f] monochromatic plate taken by Lyot.     He found the quotient of the two 

*V intensities to be 1.9 at 5000 km.     He deduced a model  in which the larger 
part of the chromosphere has a temperature of some 5000°, whereas for 
spicule regions it increases from 8000° at a height of 1000 km to 20,000° 
at 4000 km,  then remains constant up to 7000 km.    He concludes that the 
spicules cover 2% of the solar surface and the  entire Balmer  emission is 
coming from these spicules.     For the spicule temperature value at 2000 km 
Woltjer proposes T «= 10,000°.     This is  still  far too low compared to 
Redman's determination. 
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locally intensified regions have been already noted hy Cillie and 
Menzel (1935) in the flash spectrum of 1932.. Aihay, Evans and Roberts 
(1953) suggest that a similar hot. region appears on the third contact 
spectre Trsm. the 1952 eclipse.    The irregularity of solar surface evi- 
denced by such phenomena as. granulation, sunspcts, spd.ool.es, prominences, 
flares9  radio noise    observations,  etc. may cause many of the contradic- 
tions in the interpretation of chrosiospheric observations.    Shus, the 
future theoretical model of the chroFKSsphere rjay have to be based on a 
non-uni fb nc s tracturr. 

Hsre recent theoretical, studies are attacking these problens by 
eonsidering the energy transport by a ssagaeto hydrodjynsKiio «BY© or the 
destruction of the state of equilibrium by a shock wave.    All these 
theories consider such localized phenomena on the sun's surface as the 
magnetic field, tarboXent motions,  ttc.    As has been pointed cat by 
Woolley. however,  there is vide Ereedoia in the assuraottons if ve choose 
an irregular model.    Unless iaorc- direct absservat.io.DS like Segen's are 
accumulated in. the future, and a more ccnfiirce'rile choice of "the distri- 
bution of irrerui&rities beosses possible, it is very difficult to reach 
an appropriate model, 

Alan*  lii'th the expeditions by Hagec and Rectean bo the 1952 eclipse, 
that by Eigh Altitude Ocservaiory under the supervision of Soberts, Evans 
ana ihoenns, vas especially alst>'d at the determination of the chromespheric 
totpcTcttare distribution as well cs the electron density distribution. 
Highly iiuproved jumping files technique .trade it possible -to obtain the 
flash spectruffi with reach greater height resolution.    Tee spectra thus 
obtained covered Sifee wave length region free 3,€C0 A to 3,^C€ A, with a. 
dispersion of ?§ k ansT* in the ultraviolet and 11 A HO      in the visible &"*s«£ 
infrared*    I'fce intensities of the B&lsaer lines and the Balner continuum 
were obtained apprcaduntattly every IOC to trass the height 503 to above 
the base of the chromosphere.    Bie major part of the presenttfcesis is 
a listed at the theoretical reduction of -airier line intensities  from these 
data together with those off the 1932 eclipse by CHI**? and Kernel,    i«Te 
are' specifically interested in detemaining the electron temperature end 
the population of the hydrogen ground state, and 'the v ar.ia.tion. of these 
quantities with geometrical height.    She ceetiode developed in this thesis 
are related parid.culs.rly to the probiea of departures from tbenradynainic 
equilibrium and the effects of sel£-«thsc-rption In the chromosphere.    These 
effects have been Ignored in the earlier reductions, as is discussed above. 
In the following chapter,  the theoretical  calculations of departures  from 
theraodynaroic equilibria© are treated.    Chapter III consists? el' the 
development of theoretical formulae for selC-absorption in an optically 
thin ateosphere. and the numerical resultsare quoted.    Chapters IV and V 
are devoted to the reduction of the 1932 and 1952 eclipse data,  respectively. 



II.     TEE VEPAKSmE EHfiE IHEi&DLSMKIC BQU1LIBEI1TK HI TEE CHROHOSPKESE. 
- 

|1.     Introduction. —————^— 

In the sturdy of the radiation field of the chromosphere,  it has been 
show fey KeosRel and Clllie (1937) 'thai the departure of the pocrilations 
of the atonic ec&rs' levels fiwa the thertedrnaiasle eauilifcriiun values can 
be expressed fcy a &cn—dis-iensi cnal quantity bn.     c^ is the ratio of popula- 
tion, Krj, la atonic stats. n,  to the population under conditions, of ihcraBO— 
dyaaBic equilibrium at the ease electron density and temperature.     Hence 
it la defined by si ssodification of the BoltzJEsras-Saha foxnulai 

Kk = L 
(i-i) 

where B^, Ria and !ie denote tie density respectively of hydrogen etosas in 
the nth quantum* level, of ions, and of electrons.    JL^ is the ioitizatioB 
otertial front, the level n.    2fce other notation is standard. 4A>' 

Under the assoaption that, within a anaU  region of the ataaosphere 
there exists a unique kinetic temperature, Te» defined by a Meacirelliaa 
distribatlon of velocities of free electrons, we can note immediately 
that bn approaches amity «hen n ter..ds to inf.im.ty. 

An extensive study of the departure frosu therjradynasaic cqiailibrl-aii 
In the solar chromosphere in terns of b—, has been carried out and published 
is a scries of papers by Stasaa   (190b, 1945a, b,  6,  1950b,  1952).  "As 
-..•e shall discuss later in detail, Ihasas obtained the result that for the 
ca.se in which Te exceeds the radiation temperature, tog is greater than 
tntity f»nd iKMBotonically decreases to unity as n increases,     iiiecently, 
hciiwej", a, feu theoretical computations have been in disagreement «ith this 
conclusion,    far example, Qiasberlain (1953) eempated the values of bjj 
front the same equations of statistical equilibrium, but at very ffluch 
lover values of He.    For Te = 10,000° K, he obtained bji slightly less 
than unity for optically thick models and considerably less for an optically 
thin medium.     It is not certain that these contradictory results have 
physical significance.    Since the methods of deriving i^-eaqpressioms were 
practically the sane for both cases,  the disagreement seenss due tc  the 
uncertainty of the factors eaployed for "the cCBsputatiott, such as the 
cross-section for ccllisicnel excitation.    Thus it is important to determine 
the hjm's observetionsliy.    We return to this point later,  in Chapters IV 
and v"» 

j. In the following section, we fonsalate the method of computing b-, 
~*\ and discuss  the collisional cross-sections employed in the equations.    The 

BHwericsl results are discussed in section 3.    In section. 4, ve shall con- 
elder a method of determining the departure frora theiiBodynBBsie equilibrium 
empirically front imboratory Kteastirements of the hydrogen arc spectrusi.    The 
present, theoretical results are compered to the results of this experiment. 
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§2.    Formulation of the equations si' analysis. 

The relative distribution of tie atoms over n energy levels is de- 
fined fcy the equation  (1.1) which includes fejj as a parameter.    Hence, 
the expressions for b^ as £ function of Tr, Te,  and le can be obtained 
flpata a set of cyclic equations representing the statistically steady 
state.    The cyclic equations for a very dilute radiation field and negli- 
gible oollisional excitation have been discussed by Kenzsl and his asso- 
ciates  (1*937 -1945)*    Taonas has later extended this method to the case 
of a pure hydrogen ateospibere illuminated 'by a radiation field of inten- 
sity ICV) and characterised by a kinetic temperature Te > Tr, wfaare Tr is 
the temperature rapreseating lbs continuum of the radiation field.    Com- 
putations were carried out for the cases Te = 35,-GOCP and 1r - 6000°. 
he included the collisions! ionization froaa the discrete levels and 
eollieional excitation frotra the ground level, but ignored the excitations 
by collision from and between the other levels.    Here we follow ihe same 
procedure to compute bjj for the case including the oollisional excitations 
from all the levels. 

In general, we employ the same notations adopted by Kensel and 
Thomas, except for a fev cases, mentioned specifically.    In particular 
P*3j denotes the number of optical, transitions from state A to 3 per 
cubic eeutineter per second, whereas £«,tj refers to collisional excitationa3 
or lonlzailons.    The condition for a statistically steady-state is then 
expressed ass 

M 

Z(Frt * CO + J Fta** r £ (F^ + Cv.) 
'»    .... 

= H(F- *CJ) *\ CF„*C,0 
Mr a J 

It -I 

2, (Fn.** "*" ^»vj 

SB 
'.la 

*» 

(2.1) 

where ^7e use the convention for principal quantuE munbers ae ^ n \ a*. 
X demotes a certain stats in the continuum for which we can set   X= -in 
to extend the formal expressions for discrete transitions to the continuum. 
Then.     ?%» C^^^it*-   ,» and for hydrogen £ ss 1.    G^HJJ and Gmi represent 
the oollisional daHHKsitations.    ^e neglect- the three-body oollisional 
recombination, end omit the fine-structure of the energy levels. 

For writing the explicit expressions for the terms in equation (2.1), 
ve use the following symbols: 

J5: ^.g^-6  g ±    a   3.2. X lO 
i\        ~C*TtZj<y£      -wC3      3J3" TC 



X, =^ 

Y  - &V* 
* *Te    ' 

12 

«Te   ' 
K,vaXi.-X«' 

1   "X-w' »   * »   *•"'. 

£". (-X) = i 
Pa      _y 

r    e d x 

The formulae for optical transitions are given toy Measel and. Ms 
associates (1937 -19£5).    ?or the spontaneous transitions free the dis- 
crete level, a*f or the continmaa, x , to the level. n, we have 

F... - K1 u >*<r 

/ 

** 
#»"! 

3   »*J   I 1__ 

J1~r*i?eVtEiC-*.)J. 
For the radiation induced transitions, ve have 

I F ^ j      »n 

Hm5 (-^-flfj, 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2a) 

(2.5) 

%dr.ere    6m/ denotes the flaunt factor, which is tabulated by Keszel (1937- 
19*5}.    Sae qusatity   <Jj, is a factor intended to accctant for the presence 
of absorption lln.es or say other effects, such, as dilution., lAich causa 

I 

. 
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the radiation to depart from a true Planck distribution.     In order  to 
perform the integration over the range of frequencies higher than   >><r\_, 
for the transitions  from or to  the continuum,  v;e use the averaged quan- 
tities g"„K  c".     In the actual  computation,  we set ^-r,x_= 1.    Further,  we 
note t&at equetioap  (2.4-) and  (2.5} include t&e radiation induced eaiasloites, 

Ifcw ve proceed to consider 'the oolli.sion«1  tens, CQ^MH    AS discussed 
in detail by Thomas  (194.3 s), we nay generally neglect collisions! excitation 
b;,r atoms relative to that ''by electrons.    Iben we can. write the Amber of 
collisions per second per cas3 in which the atom is raised froffl level n 

|2.6) 

*> 

We proceed to consider the value of     14^, 

At the present stage,  the theoretical calculations of  Qm'are rather 
obscure.    She 3ora first-order approximation for excitation from the 
ground state holds only for the collision fa;,7 electrons of energies higher 
than 100 eT.    Yhones has tried, to esxi.ma.te a. sore reliable cross—section 
for low energy  excitation frost the .ground state only.    Giovanelil  (lS4$a, b) 
has suggested that an aseaniption setting the fsjbae of   Q^„»« proportional 
to the corresponding transition prohaisOities,    ©'*»* » ^s *siid for colli- 
sions  by  electrons vtass energies are slightly  above the corresponding 
excitation potential,    fie farther assumed  that,   for high-energy electrons, 
the value of   Qnes-" varies as   £" "'*• and derived 'the general expression for 

r     . Oiim* es a function of E.    Ihe integration in equation (2.6) was approxi- 
mated fcy sens rating the pre hi en into two cases, j    <<:  £">&*JV £ind 
| JSp>   E/fj    .    In the present case the values of     ^/TV —   Xaif        aTe 

very close to unity for the Lyman. and Balmer series.    Inerefore, we assume 
that     Q-nw*   is constant, and set it proportional to      BwV   ifaroaaghont 
the wfeole range of possible energies of electrons.     Ihen.we write, 

where V is the electron "velocity vhich is assnfioed to follow a Maxveiiian 
distribtation at the temperafttre 1am (S   , denotes the cross-section to 
excite the atom from level n to n .      V"o corresponds to the lowest energy 
at vhich Q   is not aero.    Recalling the definition of the    \y^   , ve see 
that the factor    i**//L1, i*1 the bracket enters because of collisions! de- 
excitations,    after completely  elirdmating   #V    and representing' y%-^^   by 
ET   ,  we have: ^ 



u 

(2.8) 

nv  -y/ y 

The value of the proportionality constant,^, may be evaluated by intro- 
ducing the appropriate value for certain definite transitions, say Q,^. 
Thus 

As a first approximation we assume that Q,a(measured in units of rrfl, ) 
is equal to 1. Substituting the numerical values, equation (2.8) can.be 
expressed as 

'X P\ *• -10 H*     M -MV 
Q  =2,^5-x|0—- —; 7-77 

(2.10) 

or substituting the constant L* , which represents the terms shown on 
page 12, we write 

#< I Now we consider the number of collisional ionizations by electrons, 
CYI«. » where we use the suffix i instead of H. to denote the integration 
of  C>K over transitions to the whole range of continuum energies rather 
than to a certain state, K , in the continuum. We have an expression of 

Q< similar to equation (2.10) as follows: 

'c^c-f i«('i>M^.       (2-13) 

! 
where the spontaneous transition probabilities  A r>i\" are given by Menzel 
and Pekeris (1935). 

Integrating equation (2.7) and arranging the constant factors, we 
obtain, 

• 
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For the value of QU»* , Giovanelli (1948a) has also adopted a theoretical 
formula.  Cn the other hand, Thomas gives an empirical expression for 
Q.^; evaluated from laboratory experimental data. We may compare the 

values from these expressions v;ith experimental data in the following 
table. 

20 eV 

Table I. 

25 eV    30 eV 50 eV    100 eV 

Giovanelli      1.79     2.03    2.03     1.61     0.96 

Thomas 0.18     0.32    0.45     1.00     0.95 

Experimental*    0.A 0.6     0.8      1.2      1.2 

* Mott and Kassey. Theory of Atomic Collision (2nd Ed: Oxford: Clarendon 
Press (1949).) p. 244. 

Thus we see that for the more important, low energy values, Thomas' empiri- 
cal formula agrees better with experiments. Therefore, we adopt this 
empirical cross-section for ionization from the ground level, and for the 
ionizations from the higher levels we again assume proportionality to the 
optical transition probabilities, &-nl  . Thus, 

Q,I--!K&< B 
o,o<H 

I *- 
(2.U) 

after substituting the integrated value of W,^ of Thomas' formula (1948b), 
R may be expressed as, 

B. 
c- 

H    r<r * £ XK I:^ TT & 

TV) %y> Thn 
»K 

(2.15) 

where the oscillator strength,    f ky> ,  ig given by the formula, 

it 
{„'**** (2.16) 

in which ^j is the Gaunt factor, tabulated by Menzel and Pekeris (1935), 
For our present calculations we set  <?•£ equal to unity. 

After integrating equation (2.15) and substituting it in equation 
(2.14), we have, 

; 

• 

• 

i 
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%i 
Si-rz^   n //. 

3f3t,3  3R3 3.6*7 * 10 'n. 

Thus, we finally obtain from equation (2.13) 

GUi * o.ogffn. 
Substituting the above Qj^in the equation (2.12), we obtain 

k('-i)w«(X+') <a*i, 
or, after evaluating the constant terms, it becomes 

I 
C„c = 2.13 X 10  -^' 

Lb,0-^K(x^o. 

(2.17)        . ] 

I 

(2.18) 

I 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

Now we substitute equations (2.2), (2.3), (2.U), (2,5), (2.12) and (2.20) 
into the cyclic equations (2.1) and have, finally, 

-f-^(-Y4^fi)]j~fk(/-^)^} ll 0 

where 

D^- a** '^^y^e^x^ —^L   (2-22) 

U1- TfV ; 



-3i„4- A rfyx 

L.V > (2.23) 

and ! 

-», 
I 

IJ*» (x„ + 0- (2.2U) 

-•• ' 

For computing purposes, we may rewrite these equations in the following 
form: 

4- ;T [ M + &^ -i^1 (  
-n'1 7*** 

vt +•        I 
•J » <, 

t 

oo r. 
& 

K^TH-I 

r    c     o      *-:   n 

+-i-L< 

(2,2$) 

VJe obtain the values of bn by solving the above system of equations by 
successive approximations. 

y- 
1s 

3. Numerical results of the values, bn, and discussion. 

We see in the equation (2*2!?) that the va3.ues,bn, are given for 
four parameters, 1e » Ty > Ne * and Sy. Since the factor Ni drops out 
in the final equation, the usual assumption Ni • Na is not necessary. 
The computations wove carried out under the same assumption as Thomas', 
That is, we assume a constant radiation temperature of 6000°, a kinetic 

• 
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temperature of 35,000° end an electron density No - 2 x 1C11,     (Thomas 
put the Boltzmann constant k equal to 1.4 x 10-1°; however, we take the 
more exact value 1.37 x 10-1° for the present computation.) 

l).    Results neglecting the chromospheric radiation field. 

Following Thomas• we consider the cases p>. =• / and pv m Q , 
Our numerical results, along with those obtained by Thomas, are tabu- 
lated in Table II. 

- 

Table II, 

bn for Bo Chromospheric Radiation Field. 

*>2  b3   ty,.  b5  b6  b7   bg   09   bio 

. .*    1.6lxl06 9.03 3.B2 2.80 2.31 2.01 1.75 1.54 1.38 1.20 
{k) U    2.1xl06* 10.9" 4.67* 3.45* 2.93" 2.62* 2.42* 2.27* 2.17* 1.08* 

(  . .  I.85xl06 10.3 4.41 3.24 2.72 2.43 2.17 1.90 1.61 1,43 
W u* 2.3xl06* 12.3* 5.33* 3.92* 3.31* 2.96* 2.75* 2.60* 2,47* 2.36* 

* Denotes Thomas solution, Paper II. 

We see from Table I that there are no great differences in the 
numerical results of bn between tine two calculations. The higher- 
level terms are altered the most, relatively, as is to be expected. 
Any great differences, if they exist, must arise in the next case 
where the effect of ins chromospheric radiation field is included, 

li), Consideration cf the chromospheric radiation field. 

If we add the chromospheric absorption and emission to the 
radiation field from the photosphere, £"„ may or may not be greater 
than unity, For the lyman lines, whose chromospheric opacity is 
high, this considoration is particularly important. Thomas has dis- 
cussed the problem and has shewn that the essential perturbation to 
the radiation field by the chromosphere is in the lyman region, with 
a small effect also in the center of the lower order Balmer lines. 
He obtained in his paper, for S~,   in the lyman lines, 

Vy "~ t>» t>i    C S 
.% -o -x <* 

(3,1) 

In a private communication, however, Thomas has mentioned that equa- 
tion (3.1) is in error because of the faulty inclusion of the induced 
emission. The correct expression, which follows from the fifth 
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paper of Thomas'  series   (1949b) voider conditions of large values for 
^where   A is the atmospheric logarithmic density gradient,is 

Table III. 

b^ including the Chromospheric Emission. 

bi b2 b3      04      b§      b£        b7      bg      b9      bio 

It may he interesting to  check  these results 'oy comparing the value 
of b'j with that which we can compute from the population of the Balmer 
ground state,  fe?2» which Thomas obtained from the Balmer decrement in the 
1932 flash spectrum,of Menzel.    Thomas obtained N2 = 2.4 x 10l6 at 670 km 
and N2 B 0.52 x 1G-Lb at 1500 km where H2 is the total number of atoms in 
the second energy level in a 1  cm^ column of chromosphere along the line 
of sight,     (These numbers  are  corrected by a factor of 2  for a reason 
discussed in the following section.)    We may evaluate the values of b2 
from these results,  assuming an isothermal chromosphere at Te - 35.000° 
and Ne -' 2 x 10H.    We obtain; 

at h - 670 kfflj b2 ~ 1.15 x 105 

at h = 1500 kfflj b2 = 2.5 X 10*. 

These results agree   wel3   with  those in Table ill if we note that the most 
likely valu? of 23 is Bomewhat less than 1.    Virile we must note that 

••• -   -   •    . ; 

With this expression for 5"y , the bracket in equation (2.25) involv- 
ing the lyman line radiative transitions vanishes. In the following 
solutions we neglect the chromospheric emission outside the Lyman 
lines. As in the earlier results by Thomas, the significant para- 
meter is XS     t  the residual intensity in the Balmer lines. Therefore 
we have shown the solution for bn in Table III for two extreme values 

of XS   - 

(C) nS=l(l(n). 4.24x10^ 1.18x103  57.4 19.0 11.2 8.14    6.54 5.57 4.87 4.41 

(D) nS=0(n=2)    2.41xl05 2,36x10$ 71.9 26.6 15.9 11.34 3.60 6.75 5.53 4.59 
nS-l(2<;n) 

! 
• 

From the results in Table III ve see that b^ hes a larger value for 
high n than in the case without chromospheriu emission. The differ- 
ence of b2 in the two cases is especially great. b2 has almost the 
same value as bi. We also find considerable difference between the 
results for the case n^l* **>! and the case 2^0, nS=l, rpZ* • 
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Thomas' values of N2 are open to question, as will be discussed in the 
following chapter, the above agreement SCRS rather interesting. 

§4.. Reduction of bp from the laboratory experiments. 

The theoretical value of bn discussed in the preceding sections may 
be compared indirectly with laboratory experiments on the hydrogen emission 
spectra taken under conditions in which thermodynamlc equilibrium does not 
hold. Unfortunately, only a small amount of work has been done for differ- 
ent excitation conditions. 

--•- 

H. Edels and J. D. Craggs (1951) have investigated the hydrogen arc 
spectrum excited by the electric discharge to determine the excitation 
temperature from the relative intensities of H^, H-^ and By lines. They 
measured the ratios of the total Intensities, *</1A       and '<ML   from 
the line profiles of Hv, Ha and H^. The experiments were performed under 
various conditions of gas pressure and electric current, Th9 effects of 
self-absorption on the line-profiles were removed* 

The emission line intensities due to the spontaneous transition, 
?L—• *  , can be expressed by, 

where  is*, is the total intensity corrected for the self-absorption, and 
% is the total number of atoms in the nth level along the line-of-sight. 
If thermodynamic equilibrium is assumed, Nn may be written in terms of 
N2 as, 

A/„ •* NA -sr e u.2) 

. 1 

rp 
where iex represents the excitation temperature. From (4.1) and (A.2), 
we have 

From the above relation, Edels and Craggs determined lex using 
their measurements on Balraer line arcs taken at 1 to 2 atmospheres 

$-\ pressure and carrying currents varying from about 3 to 10 amperes. They 
found that "7^ determined from Ttx. /j differs considerably from, and 
is greater than, the values obtained irom •**a-/'lr> • Apart from the 
experimental errors, the excitation temperature snould be identical for 
every, pair of the lines in the- state of thermodynomical equilibrium. 

n 

. 
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Therefore, it is natural to consider that finding non-identical tempera- 
tures may be due to the effect of the departure of the experimental con- 
dition from thermodynamical equilibrium. 

i 
We will consider this effect in lerrns of b^.     rrom our theory, the 

alternative expression of equation (A.3) may be given as 

L,        k< Avx K,*a *V CXs_..'X,- ? 1 

- 
/»'•*    b-,* f\wx ^ 3ty "t-rFErr   • 

M 

Since b^ is defined by equation (1.1), the temperature appearing in the 
above equation refers to the electron temperature.  (In therrnodynamical 
equilibrium, however, only a unique temperature- should exist, and Te~ Te)<.) 
Taking the logarithm of the above equation we have 

TV '  *\ C* -     "" "T^yfl     T"  

Substituting the numerical values, we write, 

60, ?«£ A   /0 

i. 
and 

0, iJ-J • /« ^ 

l^ji  &n<3   Tpf are conventional notations for temperatures derived from 
iV/j   and    fa/rv     > respectively.    The factors bn are absent in the 

equaxions for tftermodynamic equilibrium,  so that b^ may be considered as 
the correction factor to give the equality    T^ =• Tar •    Thus>  equating 
(A.6) to   (4.7), we have the relation ' ' 

*.   . .     I ^t-'-'^t-^-^-jj; •'•*'•(*..> 
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Table IV shows the results of computation of the right hand side of the 
above equation, using the values of X*/la and ^^/\*   measured by Edels 
and Craggs. It is interesting to see thetl there are no great systematic 
changes in the last column for different conditions of pressure and elec- 
tric current. The values in the last column of Table IV may be compared 
with corresponding quantities computed from the theoretical deta in Tables 
II and III. We have the values corresponding to the left hand side of 
equation (4.8) asj 

(A) -0,10    (B) -0.08 (C) -0.04 (D) -0,12 

' 
• 

• 

* 

• 

a 

i 

where (A), (B), (C), and (D) correspond to each row designated by the 
same letter in Table II and Table II. We see that the value varies 
slightly for the different conditions assumed for computations. If we 
consider that the physical situation postulated in the theoretical com- 
putation is considerably different from that under which each experiment 
lp performed, the theoretical values may be considered harmonious with the 
experimental results. VJe may be able to conclude at least that the orda>s 
of the relative values of b^ are reasonable as a first approximation. 

Table IV. 

Arc. No. 

s 
U3 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Current 
(amp) h 
5.7 
6.0 
7.3 
9.4 
9.9 

1.84 
1.76 
1.65 
1,50 
1.52 

1.32 
1.37 
1.27 
1.26 
1.19 

-0.40 
-0.59 
-0.48 
-0.61 
-0.44 

6 3.35 9.95 4.54 -0.35 

$ 
7. 3.53 9.92 4.58 -0.38 
8 5.2 9.97 3.73 +0.06 

n 9 5.4 5.85 3,47 -0.30 

o 10 8.6 4.22 3.50 -0.65 
3 11 8.68 4.14 3.46 -0.65 

12 8-. 80 «— 3.26 X 

13 3.70 5.89 3,73 -0.47 

*r 14 4.05 5.33 3.58 -0.51 
15 5.1 4.94 3.67 -0.60 

g 16 5.9 4.52 3.44 -0.56 

i& 17 6.0 4.51 3.31 -0.47 

% 18 8.3 3.74 3.46 -0.75 
19 S.9 3.53 3.66 -0.94 

Since we are comparing the relative values of bn rather than the absolute, 
the above agreement is significant even though the experimental conditions 
are very different from those assumed in the computation. 

i   - 

! 

, 

\ 

i - 1 

• 
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Ill, THEORETICAL CONSIDEBATION 

OF THE SELF-ABSORPTION IN THE STEL1AR ATIXSPHrRE 

§1.  Introduction and assumptions. 

Despite the importance of the possible effect of self-absorption 
in the chromosphere, little attempt has been mude to consider this effect 
in the interpretation of eclipse spectra. The chief difficulty for a 
theoretical study of self-absorption seems-to be the lack of information 
on the distribution of the density of atoms and electrons, as well as on 
the temperature gradient. Further, for stronger lines where the stlf- 
reversal appears predominant, one meets the more fundamental problems 
related to the details of .line-formation. 

I 
i 

- 

Mfe 

A quantitative analysis of the effect of self-aDsorption in the 
Balmer lines was first carried out by Thomas (1950b) to interpret the 
Ba3mer decrement for the higher series members, as will be discussed in 
more detail in the following chapter. Thomas derived an expression for 
the total amount of self-absorption in the Balmer line observed with a 
slitless spectrograph. He assumed an exponential decrease of hydrogen 
density with height and a constant temperature throughout the atmosphere. 
In the analysis of the 1932 eclipse, Cillie and Kenzel (1935) gave a 
similar series formula, obtained from the same assumptions; but as they 
considered the emission from unit cross-section of the chromosphere the 
convergence of the series was too slow to perform a numerical computation. 
Hence this method was not practical for eclipse analysis. The series 
treated by Thomas converges considerably more rapidly, but he uses a 
cumbersome calculation involving double integrals. 

In this chapter, we shal3 reconsider the mathematical formulation, of 
the problem, and a considerably simpler expression than Thomas' will be 
given. Further, Thomas took half of the t'tal population of the Balmer 
ground state in place of the total number in a unit column along the line- 
of-sight, and the convergence of his series is much slower than in the 
series using the total number as shown in the following derivation. 
(The values of N2 given by Thomas in Table I] are, as he stated, half of 
the total number instead of the total number,) 

As we shall see later, the. self-absorption for the Balmer emission 
depends only on the population of the hydrogen second state, No,-  and the 
atomic absorption coefficient, cXin,  •  The temperature enters in the 
latter only if we use the absorption coefficient at the line center. 
Thus, it is important to note that the effect of temperature and density- 
may be treated independently, particularly if we want to repeat the 
method of numerical integration by successive approximations.  Hence in 
the following discussion, we first assume an exponential decrease in 
density along the radial direction, then set the absorption coefficient 
constant. Cur results, for the weaker lines, are not toe sensitive to 
the latter assumption because most of the emission and•bsorption origi- 
nates at the small central region of the moon's limb so that the 
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temperature may be essentially constant. Since for the stronger lines, 
we have to take the failure of these assumptions into account, the direct 
expansion of the absorption formula may not be applicable for these cases. 
Further, ve note that the parameters, N2 and 0^2rL enter as a product, so 
that ve can always adjust the actual value of the temperature in the final 
computation, as will be shown later. 

In the following section, we will develop the formula for the observed 
intensity and the self-absorption at a certain point within a line, then 
integrate over a line contour to get the total amount of energy and self- 
absorption (section 3). The resulting formula is much simpler than the 
one obtained by Thomas. The numerical values of the self-absorption are 
discussed in the last section and are shown graphically as a function of 

-to% NiCx^ . Then, from this curve, we derive some analytical expressions 
which agree almost exactly with the numerical computation. 

X 

FT"**" Observer 

-—Moorfs iim 
y 

r 

^ .. FIGURE I    Geometrical Diagram 

§2.     Formulation of the self-absorptnon formula  for monochromatic light. 

Figure I shows a diagram of the sun's limb,  indicating that  we take 
the y-coordinate along the line-of-sight and the >:~ and z-axis  perpendicular 
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to the y-axis.    Let us consider t,,o energy per unit g^lid angle emitted 
within a frequency interval   ])   to v* -t- d-P bj   transitions from the nth to 
the second level of the hydrogen atoms  in a small   volume element 
at point  (x,  y,  z).    Thus, 

• 

/        Z'KO 
' 0 

where nn denotes the number of 1% drogen atoriis in the nth level within a 
unit volume, and f)f,zis  the Einstein coefficient for the transition prob- 
ability. (Throughout the remainder of this paper we shall use smalJ letters 
for the number of particles per unit volume, and capital letters for 
quantities integrated over a certain volume.) oCxrim  j refers to the atomic 
absorption coefficient within the frequency interval $ and ^tiiV .  We 
use the suffix Di^ for E and cxC to designate these quantities for a 
small region at the frequency ^ within a line and the suffix 2 n    tor the 
total quantities integrated ov«r the line. Thus we write, 

Z-K — I oCz^if A*  • 

The other notations are conventional. 

It will   be easiest if we  consider the radiation from a slab of width 
in the s-directipn,  so thai we can eliminate the z-component by 

on equation  (2.1).    Thus,  from equation  (2.1) operating with   J '    ri 
and  (2.2)  we get ***k 

we will now  consider the  effect of self-absorption on the above 
radiation.    Since all hydrogen atoms  in the second state from the point 
(x,  y)  to  the observer contribute to  the absorption,   the amount of energy 
that finally emerges  from the solar atmosphere will be 

CXI 

where ng   (x,  y)  is  the  population of hydrogen atoms  in the second level 
at  the point   (x,  y).     We introduce   Lh*.   notation 

Nj^i^)   ^   j   ft2U,j)aj    . (2.5) 
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Then equation (2.4) becomes 

(2.6) 

From the photometric measurements of the flash spectrum taken through 
a sliiless spectrograph, ye obtain the total energy emitted from the 
volume of the chromosphere in a 1 cm slab above a certain height, h.  There- 
fore, we integrate equation (2.6) along the x~ and y-axis, 

". V%M     ,-\        C^an.>> 

E-Ttfj*      A-TL hZ   C< 
JLl_ 

j-n. 
(X. 

Ifere n~ (x, y) may be expressed as a function of bn, Te and Ne according 
to the bolti:mann-Saha formula which includes the departure from thermodyna- 
mic equilibrium: 

^J^ff—T-i1 "V^M^e**KW*»).  (2.8) 

Thus, we see that the integration of equation (2.7) is difficult, 
for it depends on  the distributions of the parameters, bn» ^e> ni> an<* ne 
throughout the atmosphere.  If wo know these quantities as functions of 
x, y$ and z, we may at least perform the integration numerically, Since, 
however, these parameters enter implicitly in equation (2.7), one method 
is to assume some analytical form for the distribution of the atoms instead 
of assuming each parameter, i'or the present case, we introduce the assump- 
tion of spherical symmetry for the distribution of hydrogen atoms, and 
assume an exponential decrease in density along the radial direction, r. 
Thus, we write -ar 

T^C*.})"*,'.»,»)«? (2.9) 
where the constant nR (0, 0) represents the number of atoms in the nth level 
at the base of the chromosphere.  In general, the density gradient, ji also 
should be considered to vary for different regions in the atmosphere. While 

#•" we set £ constant in the following development, we may have to consider 
its variation with height in the numerical integration. According to the 
usual geometric approximation, we set 

-Bx „1JL 

V^lP"" V^>€  e   • (2.10) 
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Substituting equation (2.10) into (2.1l), we have 

>M 

•k- 
i •rti,w     4-7C   ""  *;n 

Or, recalling cur notation given in (2.5), we may write (2.1l) as 

J' (2.11) 

^Vn  04..,..  ,.J I oi^ff 
E-u,-??^ MM)j J e< e ^^rje*4j*x V12' 

Let us now consider the double integral 

\   ((***• -ft -w*** 
-^ 

e £*" *! 
where H2  (x, y) may be written as 

~ &X.  J* _ ££ 

and 

Hence, for y S 0, wc have 

-ax (VM^^We iH cm - 1 P~* 
p (  x \ e-    *f 

(2.13) 

We will first consider the Integration over /, then over x. Expanding 
the last exponential term, we write 

,   )* 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 
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Introducing a notation 

|Cf') = <n e   JL p (2.17) 

we may write equation (2.16) as 

^=^e~H^M<r>}- (2.18) 

Here we see that the quantity,  71^1.^0) j°  ^(fci: represents the total number 
of hydrogen atoms in the second level within a column of unit cross-- 
section along the line-of-sight at a height x above the base of the 
chromosphere.    We denote this number by NgW or dimply Ngi  so that 

N4 - NxOO«naca,0 e^x^SI . 

Thus, substituting (2.19) into (£.18), we have 

By  a similar method, we readily obtain 

For substitution in the power series (2.14.), we calculate, 

for y> Ot 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

and,  for y <^ 0, 

T     C ^M TV I 
J        I2" J   Tn*e^!Cn-Yn)| (2.23) 

Now returning to the integral  (2.13), we first write the y-dependent 
part of the integral as  follows: 
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-it -v% --L-ff-v 
r 

43 
-U.' 

-e>° 

ll 0 

From equation (2.14-) we riisy write, 

for y> 0, 

- 

• 

•M. 
•€ 

and, for y<C 0, 

H2.25) 

^-HA^i g?(.,^MJ j u 
vi..        -n l    is; ni.{»-»i)i 

-r 
(2.26) 

Hence, equation (2,24) may be written 

* air .... r .V£ 

(2.27) 

Again integrating over y, we have 

f -i£ -M. 
€ *r e   'AH. — ^f£(^

(!ky 

+ •L* 

1  = A. L-p' 

. 

i 

where we introduce a notation I^s 

^•f«TCp^Ap. (2.29) 
0 

Now equation (2.28) involves a serie3> of I^, which requires a tedious 
computation if tne convergence of the series is slow. We can, however, 

. 
.• 

2 ' •• .. . .  . 
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simplify the equation by methods fully developed In Appendix IIIA, (see 
page 37). Namely, we can write; 

- , 71!       T     ,      *> ]+  „       £ 
^•"^^Cu-i)!1'-     4!Cn-4)j^ TVf  |'       (2.30) 

43 

Substituting the above into equation  (2.28), we have 

h   ... v-n .AT _ 
e2T e        dM — Hr-2-, v. >; ——   -*-— 

_i 3     J  P n-o C-ntO! (2#31) 

Returning to the integral,^ > given in (2.13), we multiply both 
sldss of equation (2.31) by a factor e"?*", an^ integrate over x from h 
to infinity. Thus, recalling our definition (2.10), 

N2 00 - ISI.(o) e ?*, (2.32) 
we finally obtain 

>>*» C*nt i) 1 

-L e ?"|S£g (- if K«>^y   .    <2'33> 

We again note that N2(h) is the total number of hydrogen atoms in the 
second level in a 1 cm2 column along the line-of-sight at a height, h. 

wow,  from equation  (2.10), we finally obtain the equation for the 
observed Balmer line emission within the frequency interval 1) and  •p + dli? 
in tha slitless flash spectrograms in the form: 

or, using the relation  (2.19), >t\ 

...-. • . '. ............. . : • •   • 
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The series representing the last factor of the above aquation corres- 
ponds to the fraction of energy absorbed in the atmosphere, which we here- 
after denote by a symbol,   {.At>sn}    *    Namely, 

1 ,,    1 _ I _ %«**•& i SMKIM  
iAH»~ '       2\X     +   3! 3 

*«    =   J *2n,*  ^   "   ^T   V (3.2) 2n 

(2.36) 

Returning to the integration (2.13), we recognize that oc^ ^ has been 
implicitly assumed to be constant to perform the integration over the 
atmosphere. According to our definition, oC^  p refers to the absorption 
coefficient at a frequency, -p , so that it depends on the atmospheric 
conditions determining the line-profile. The line-profile may be deter- 
mined by various effects, and C*^n ^ becomes a function of various para- 
meters. Therefore, in a rigorous sense, a numerical integration only may 
be possible for a given model of atmosphere.  In the following section, 
we shall integrate equation (2.35) over frequency to derive the total 
emission of the line. As we shall discuss later, we may assume Doppler 
broadening to be predeminent for chromospheric conditions, for which 

oC2n ^      is a function of Te only. Hence, only the isothermal atmos- 
phere 'must be assumed in performing the integration (2.13)• We shall re- 
turn to this point later. 

§3. Consideration of total line emission and self-absorption. 

In the previous section, we have considered the monochromatic emission 
corrected for self-absorption in the solar atmosphere. For the analysis 
of the eclipse spectrum, it may be desirable to have the corresponding 
expression for the total amount of energy involved in a line. We, there- 
fore, integrate equation (2.35) over the line. While the line contour 
may be determined by various effects, we recognize that Doppler broaden- 
ing is predominent for the chromospheric conditions we assumed, and neglect 
the terms due to collision damping and Stark-effect,  Further, if we con- 
sider the formation of the detailed line structure, we have to include 
the dependence of the emission at the different frequencies on the distri- 
butions of various parameters. However, we are considering only the 
higher members of the Ealmer series for which optical depths are small 
and we may consider that most of the emission comes from a small region 
of the chromosphere, as we have discussed earlier. For stronger lines, 
this simplification may not be justified. 

Thus, we may approximate the absorption coefficient as followst 

6 
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vhere 

A iiiiii 
V v> 

iTV 

Then, from equation (2.35), we have 

t«-J^/*- li» A C 
47t  ,,JV2j7tvP2n"   "hs"' p 

The integration of the nth term of the series vill be 

(3.3) 

ftuife;' NM-M;*' '  6.*) 

tK» 

r   -('M-O'l* 
cLi> 

= (<*«,.)' 

u •u'vio   m 

C      jrTTT 
(3.5) 

where 
0< ' "2. Pre /7CVi\ HI 

represents the absorption coefficient at the center of the line.    Thus, 
we finally obtain 

TV 

(3.6) 

for the total emi33ion in the nth Balmer line in the volume of chromo- 
sphere considered.    Or we may write 

C*       aft   A 

(3.7) 

The above series is absolutely convergent, but for  Nj<?(2^e larger 
than 10 the convergence becomes very slow.    For example, to obtain three 
decimal places fov CAS>*1      » we have to carry out Bix figure computations 
of 27 terms.    The amount of computation increases very rapidly for   Njs^fl 

X 
• • •- 
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exceeding 10.     Comparing  (3.8)  to Thomas'   equation   (1950a),  however,  we 
sec. that the form of the series is  considerably simplified,  and the 
coefficient of 
of 

CM; 
calculations  is  ex t( nae 

is a   factor of 
d widely. 

.-*• as large.  Thus the range 

As ve have mentioned, following equation (3.5), the absorption 
coefficient at the line-cerrUr, o^m 0 *

B proportional to u~' , hence is 
a slowly varying function of the kinetic temperature, Te,' Uzii „  ~~(T^x . 
Since we have-to assume an isothermal chromosphere to perform''the inte- 
gration developed in the preceding section, equation (3.7) may not be 
adequate for stronger lines (lower members of Ealmer series) where the 
optical depths are so high that the outer layers of the- chromosphere con- 
tribute considerably to the absorption. For the higher series lines, how- 
ever, most of the emission originates in the small central region at the 
lowest layer observed. Hence, we may use this method as a first approxi- 
mation and a numerical integration must be perform-d for a detailed analuc 

• 

§4•     Numerical  results and the approximate formula  for self-absorption. 

'*> 

In the preceding section we have developed the theoretical expression 
for self-absorption as a function of    N^^m  o   •     -*' ^nt observed  amount 
of self-absorption in the Calmer flash  spectrum line Hn is determined, 
then we can compute the value of     N/2o£->yio    from equation  (3.8)«     Hence, 
the population of hydrogen atoms  in the second level,  N2» -ay be obtained 
if we have the value of the chromospheric kinetic temperature for calculat- 
ing the absorption coefficient,   PCjj..^     .    Equation   (3.8)  is  absolutely 
convergent,   but it requires  cumbersome  computations   for higher values of 

Nx^xh o      •    After repeating the computation for a very small interval 
of     Ni<s<i.-r\ o >  however,   the author has   found that the logarithms of   Mis3n\ 
can be represented as a function of log M^Ux^ o *DV a smooth curve, 

The  exact calculation of the series has Figure II. 

to compute 2? terms of the series,  carrying six figures,  to  get three 
As we have discussed in th« 

hown 
been Carried to 

previous section,  we have 

decimal places for j Abs-^jr   .     It is practically impossible to extend the 
computation beyond   '  N^o^mo" /0 •    However,  ve recall that formula   (3.8) 
is derived i'rom certain simplifying assumptions discussed prior to its 
derivation,  so it may not be applicable  for stronger lines   (higher values 
of    MiCKi^o )•     Fog   o^a.iO.,0 is  found to be -14.59 and -14.97 
for Te  equal to  6,000° and 35,000°,  respectively;  and log o*^. ,rj 0       ,  is 
-15.16 and -15.54 for the same  temperatures.     Therefore,  we  see that 
Figure II can cover the lines as high as Ifjrj,  if log N2 is smaller than 
16,  and to Hi5 for log K2 of the order 16.5.     From the results obtained 
in the following two  chapters   (cf.   equations   (6.1),  Chapter IV,   (2.6), 
Chapter V,  and Figure IV), vie estimate the value of log N2 to be of the 
order 16 and 16.5 corresponding to  the chromospheric heights of 1400 km 
and 500 km,  respectively.    That is, wo can obt 
of higher order than HlQ for  the upper levels 
levels in the chromosphere. 

ain  ^Abs^l for the 
and Hi5 for the low 

Lines 
lower 

Vihile we may thus  either use the curve of Figure II to obtain the 
amount of self-absorption for given $2 and Te or to obtain the value of 

- 
' .'     . .-•   . 
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Nj ^j;.yfj       inversely from some otherwise determined self-absorption,  it 
will by v-.ry useful if we can find some analytical   expression representing 
it.     ror  example,  if we calculate No from the relative amount of self- 
absorption as will be described in the  following chapter,  we need to have 
such a  formula,     i'urther,  if we it-ly on our observation that the curve 
chang-.? its  slope very slowly for log  VJJO^T^O        higher than about 0.3, 
(that is, the; curve appears to be nearly a straight line) "the formula 
thus obtained may be used to  extrapolate the function into  the region 

By repeated use of the method of trial and error,  we finally   found 
that the expression 

« ' ' (4,1) 

gave the beat representation of the curve, Equaticn (',.!) may also be 
written 

In Table V the values computed from equation (A.2) are compared to those 
real from various points in Figure II. 

Table V. 

log M^ -1.0 -0.7 -0.4 -0,2  0.0  0,2  0.4  0,6  0.8  0.9  1.0 

7Jb^?L0"008 c«016 °'°3C °-045 0.070 0.106 0.157 0.224 0.303 0.353 0.434 (Fig.II; 

Sf^>A'0'00^ 0.010 0.025 0.043 0.069 0.107 0.158 0.225 0,303 0.345 0.389 

Thus,  we see that equation  (4.1)  gives  the  exact value with an accuracy 
of three figures  except for the first three and the last two columns. 
Since the last figure is insignificant in the practical analysis of obser- 
vations,  the expression  (4.1) may be considered to give the exact solution 
for     iHx^z-n o  <, I 0     •    However,  it is obviously incorrect to  extrapolate 
to  larger values of    N i ^ it,,o   because we see in  equation  (4.1) that  AwfA^sJ 
tends to zero a3      M^os^^c      g°ca *° infinity.    That is,  the gradient of        ' 
iM{j\fch\ evidently changes'its sign at some value of      No^i**   which to 
oDviouuly without physical significange,    V/e muy see the direction of this 
change appearing in the slight deviation of the values in the later part 
of the Table IV.     It will,  therefore,  be best to  limit the use of equation 
(4.1) to the analysis of smaller     Nzo<zn 0  . 

.  . • •    • 
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We have also introduced a second approximate formula as follows: 

• 

The comparison of this formula v/ith the f,xact value is shown in Table VI, 

Table VI. 

MAu -O.B -0.6    -0.4 -0.2 0,0      0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8      0.9 1.0 

fig.II 
10.012 0.C19 0.030 0.045 0.070 0.106 0.157 0.227 0.303 0.352 0.414 

Lqu.(,4.3, 
10.019 0.029 0.038 0,054 0.076 0.107 0.152 0.214 0.302 0,355 0.427 

In the above Table, ue see that equation  (4.3) gives an even better 
approximation than equation (4.1) for higher values of    NxP<an o 
Further, for the whole range of     N^Um j>   "the simpler expression  (4.3) 
has two decimal place accuracy.    Since the accuracy of the present 
measurements of the eclipse spectrum could not exceed two decimal places 
In the logarithm,  equation  (4.3) may well be taken in the actual analysis. 
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IIIA. APPENDIX 

Consider the following series involved in equation  (2,28), Chapter 
IIIi 

s 
it 

-j.   — ;   ;     ——  J. „    + 
21 Cn-iJI  Ji        ^1 (A.l) 

where Im represents the integral 

•^-m        jit <X       ' •m      j7c j 
o 

in which       9   (cr)    is defined by 

P    - a.    -V* r -P rcf)H# erdP 

From equation (A.3), we can write 

dip        PE 

(A.2) 

(A.3) 

(A.A) 

Hence,  from equation  (A.2), we have 

oo 

0 

rcr>n 
/ 

m. + ! 
(A.5) 

. :-•     ' 

• 
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Substituting the above- equation into (A.l), we get 

N^'n. 
! -V- 

-h .)— 71 

3} Cn-2)|  .jr/Cn-4-)l 
* (A.6) 

How consider the polynomial expansion 

v 4. L: x -*-  ->:*- + -,    (A.7) 

o-xr-i- -m 
;X + 

?n! 
/! Cm-l)l   2! (w-2)l 

X (A.8) 

Comparing the above expansions to series  (A.l), v3 readily see that Sn 
may be replaced by an integral 

Sw-x[[o«)n
+(/-x)*]ax 

(A.9) 

Hence, integrating (A.9) directly, we have 

TV 

MH " 
r 
a+| (A.10) 

• 

• 

a 

-• 
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IV. APPLICATION TO THE FLASH SPECTRUM 

OF 1932 ECLIPSE 

§1,  Introduction. 

In Chapter I, it was pointed out that the low decrement of the 
Balmer series lines is one of the anomalous features of the flash spec- 
trum that cannot be explained by a model of the chromosphere that is a 
simple extension of the photosphere. Thomas (1950a) has first considered 
the problem quantitatively, and he suggested that self-absorption is 
responsible for this characteristic of the spectrum. By comparing the 
ratio of the observed intensities of a pair of higher order lines of the 
Balmer series with the theoretical intensity ratio computed from the 
assumption of therraodynamic equilibrium, Thomas found that the differences 
of these ratios show a systematic decrease both with order of the lines 
and height in the chromosphere. Since this systematic difference in- 
creases with increasing self-absorption, Thomas assumed that the differ- 
ence between the observed and the computed Balmer decrement was due to 
the effect of the self-absorption only. By introducing this difference 
into his absorption formula (of. equation U), Thomas (1950a)), Thomas 
computed the population of hydrogen atoms in the second state at various 
heights. In his computation, however, he has taken into account, at each 
height, only one pair of very high order members of the Balmer series 
because of the difficulty of computation due to the slow convergence of 
the absorption formula he derived. Thus, the numerical results for N2 
are open to question if there is evidence of considerable fluctuation 
in the observations. In fact, the fluctuation of Ng values computed 
for different pairs of lines were quite large. We will discuss this 
point in the next and last sections. 

Further, Thomas has explicitly neglected the factor bn v;hich should 
be included under the assumption of high chromospheric temperature. Hence, 
as he pointed out, the amount of absorption that he estimated is to be 
considered as a lower limit.  In section 2, we will discuss the effect of 
these simplifications, and point out some additional inconsistencies in- 
volved in Thomas' assumptions. Then, in the later sections, we will 
consider several possible methods for determining a self-consistent model 
of the chromosphere. 

;->\ 

§2.  Comment on Thomas' determination of N2 from self-absorption. 

As discussed in the previous section, we will first follow Thomas' 
method to check his results. VJe start from the equation for Balder line 
Intensities, Chapter III, equation (3»7): 

I— Y.2. 
, iis JL fv N„tt) [m>s.(N^ ^M) 

(2.1) 

•(%>•-- 
• _ ;_        -     -..,-_ -    •..-.••c,~" r3imSSS&SA  - -. 
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therefore, 

where 
**. Jk~    ^ 
*h •2-             b„ 

(I- 
>H   WZ \-l 
7L   '^ J  > 

**V1%    ^   "7J (2.2) 

e^t (2.3) 

from the definition of bjj,  Chapter II,  equation  (1,1).    Hence we can 
write 

c2-    -"n N by, y c< 2. >1 

From equation (2.2) we note that the second term in the bracket of equation 
(2.4) gives the contribution due to the radiation induced emission. Sub- 
stituting equation (2.4) into (2.1), we have 

i«5i M M.W  r^^k  ,YY„, I ft-s) E»x= ~-7r t N^otttC^t^ - i)" fflK] • c1    p 
If we work with the logarithmic gradient of CKJ. , we eliminate all the 
factors that do not depend on the quantum number, n. Thus we have 

where  <^>  *"H *'- + (»tic)  . The above equation corresponds to 
equation (3a) in.Thomas' paper. Note that Thomas, in equation (l), 
implicitly omitted the radiation induced emission term by placing 
outside the integration. This is not generally justified, even though as 
we shall see, it leads to the same equation. 

We first consider the term  *-/!>•* e*P' ^TYe)* ^p numerical values 

°*"  -eitp. ("ft^y/lrT ^ are anovn in  ^&hlfc VIIe 

. 

To make the factor b-n explicit in the above equation, we replace 
the spontaneous transition probability, A^j by the total atomic absorp- 
tion coefficient, Q(   , according to the relation 

•-..••..... 
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Table VII. 
•*V>M. 

Value of 6. KTfe. 

Te = 6000 10,000 20,000 35,000 

fcj|        8.7 • 109 2.3  *  105 8.7 • 10 3.0 

•V?,M        9.1 • 109 2.5 • 105 9.1 . 10 3.1 

Thus we see that for temperatures lower than 20,000°, we can imme- 
diately neglect the induced emission term,  since    ^^ b^   .    Prom the 
results of the theoretical computations in Chapter II,  we know that 
kj./b*>\05  »  at least f°r « higher than 10 and Te ~ 30,000°.    Therefore, 

we can state that     b^./^ v- iv« p (*R^/lC T^ i*'or the r^'g6 of conditions 
in the present study,  and we can ignore the radiation induced  emissions. 
Accordingly, v.e write 

Thus,  we see that the log D2 term subtracts out of equation  (2.6),  leaving 

To show the effect of temperature variation,  we have tabulated in 
•^abie VIII the differences of fourth terms in equation  (2.8). 

Table VIII. 

       fc>Te 

n - n + k        Te=6000°    10,000°      20,000°      35,000° 

25 - 30 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 

20 - 25 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 

15 - 20 0,02 0.01 0.01 0.00 

10 - 15 0.06 0.04 0.02 0,01 

10 - 13 0.05 0.03 0.01 0.01 

Since the observed data used for tne present computation are given 
to two decimal places only, ve can say that, at least for n higher than 

,     : ••••••''•     :       • -     .. 
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15, logarithmic decrements are not ~t all sensitive to temperature varia- 
tions.    For n between 10 and 15, there is also no temperature effect for 
Te higher than 20,000°.    Slight differences due to the temperature term 
may have to be considered for -Y\£|r  and   Ta^lOjOOo  • '   ' 

Thomas has ignored the bji factor in equation  (2.8).    Unfortunately, 
at the present time, there is no exact computation of b^ for n higher 
than 10.    However, we may use the asymptotic values computed by Thomas 
to  estimate the order of magnitude of   A*, ?*-*   b •* .     (It should be 
noted that these values are obtained from computations in which colli- 
sional excitations are neglected, Cf.  Chapter II.).    In' Table IX we 
compare these values to the values, ^x%{Ata-,,!   at each height for which 
Thomas computed the values of N2-    The values inside the brackets are 
computed using the small corrections in Table VIII for Te - 35,000°. 

Table IX. 

AM?« lx and   <^v, Z~"fr jfr^sy,^ 

Height 670 Ion        1500 km 2330 km 3170 km 

n - n + k       25-30      15-20 10-15 10-13 

^S K 0.02 0.07 0.13 0.09 

^Ufftlyl 0.04 0.05 0.10(0.09)       0.05(0.04) 

Thus, from the above table, we see that the factors ^-^^w^are 
even larger than A^Uo ^fths*^ . Even if we consider that the above 

/£*>, W*L h-y\        Bre upper limits, we may at least say that both factors 
are about the same order of magnitude, so that the neglect of the bn 
term is by no means justified. On the other hand, if we assume the 
electron temperature to be as low as 6,000°, where h^ terms vanish theore- 
tically, the exponential term becomes significant (Table VIII). Ihere- 
fore, the omission of both these terms leads to much too low a value for 
N2. We vdll return to this question later. As long as we assume the 
electron temperature to be of the order of 35,000° the largest factor in 
determining the temperature as well as its variation seems to be the bu 
factor rather than {Ato«j, and the contribution of the exponential terra is 
negligible. In the later sections of his paper (1950a), Thomas introduced 
the logarithmic height gradient of N2 obtained from his computation into 
the equation of hydrostatic equilibrium at Te = 35,000°, and determined 
the temperature gradient, Ignoring a gradient in bn. It Bhould therefore 
be noted that the computations thus developed are not self-consistent, as 
Thomas himself has pointed o\it. 

Ignoring for the moment questions involved in the simplified compu- 
tations of Thomas, we will follow his assumptions and compute N? from the 
other pairs of lines to check the consistency of the results. Sinco the 
series for l^s^A converges mor<- rapidly in our revised formula discussed 
in Chapter III, we can now perform the computation for pairs of lower order 
lines. 

... 
* • '• .........  ....  ...„; .        . 
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Table X. ! 
! 

The population of the Balmer ground state 
along the line of sight. 

1 L. 

IH s_ K It) 

• 

• 

n-n+lN* 670 km 1500km 2330km 3170km 

25 - 30 2.53 

20 - 2'} 1.77 

15 - 20 0.82 0.46 

10 - 15 0.68 0.52 0.22 

10 - 13 0.87 0.67 0.33 0.13 

The results of computations are shown in Table X.    The first entry 
in each column corresponds to the value Thomas computed at each height". 
As we have discussed in Chapter III, p.23, Thomas used half the popu- 
lation of the Balmer ground state in place of the total,  so that the 
results shown in Table 2 in his paper should be multiplied by two. 

We notice in Tabl9 X that the values are considerably scattered for 
the different combinations of lines.    However, the fluctuations are not 
random.    The values decrease rather systematically towards the lower 
order line combinations for the lowest height,  while  the effect is in 
the opposite direction for the next lowest height.    Considering this 
change in the direction of the effect for two different heights, as well 
as the dependence of the results on a particular choice of combination 
of two lines, one might s^ply attribute the effect to the random 
scattering of the observed data. . Before doing so, however,  we should 
consider how the simplifying assumptions made in the computations might 
affect the results.    Let us consider the direction of the contribution 
of     AM&rj b-n in equation   (2.8).    Since   b„> |    and it approaches 
unity mcnotonically as n increases, we see, 

(MrHO > (^Vrf-Mv+fc)    \~   *"<*'•     (2.9) 

That is, the inclusion ox        *M W« b ^        adds larger numbers for smaller 
n than for larger n to the left hand side of equation  (2.8), which means 
the relative absorption   «ay,^i>5v)   should be larger for the lower lines 
than the amount we have used in the computation.    Hence the contribution 
due to the bn factor would increase the values of N2 more for combinations 
of lover than for higher order lines.    The direction of the correction 
expected by the inclusion of the departure from therraodynamic equilibrium 
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thus seems promising (at the lowest height). If we assume the chromo- 
 i i-  -i..._!, *.._« + ~ -u~ „„ "i/».. „„ ^nr.iiO spheric temperature to be as low as 6000, then the effect of the inclu- 
sion of the Boltzmann factor AK It* Q n will also be to increase 
No in the same direction although the amount of this effect is smaller 
than the inclusion of &Afk •n.* 

As far as the values shown in Table IX are concerned, the above argu- 
ment holds only for the lowest height. For the height of 1500 km the 
first two entries show the opposite effect. The increase in the last 
row for all three heights is not easily justified without knowing the 
most probable values of bn for n higher than 10, because the interval of 
n is not the same as for the others. We also cannot depend too greatly 
on the disagreement at 1500 km compared to the lowest, since the calcu- 
lations are made for only two combinations. We realize that the relative 
intensity of H0Q to H05 at 1500 km implies a negative absorption, which 
of course is an indication of the observational error. 

Thus, we again note the possibility of a considerable dependence of 
the results on the choice of two lines. We may not be able to draw any 
conclusions from data at greater heights unless we make computations for 
a much larger number of line comDonations. The importance of the sys- 
tematic variations of N2 values for 670 km, therefore, is not affected 
by the failure of data at greater heights to follow that system. Thus 
we conclude that it is worth-while to consider methods of including the 
bn factor in the calculation. 

§3. Consideration of the effect of self-absorption, including departure 
from therrnodynamlc equilibrium. 

There may be two alternative methods to include departures from 
thermodynamic equilibrium. In order to determine the amount of self- 
absorption we have essentially two parameters, bn and N2, both of which 
are functions of Te and Ne. From the slitless observations of the flash 
spectra, only the continuum measurements have provided a direct deter- 
mination of Te and Ne as a function of chromospheric height. That is, 
from the free-bound emission we can determine Te and Ne and the electron- 
scattered photospheric continuum gives us Ne independently. If we thus 
have the values Te and Ne at each height, we can compute first bn, then 
Nn, theoretically. Hence one method is to substitute the theoretical 
values of bn thus computed into equation (2.8) to estimate the real amount 
of self-absorption from the measured line intensities. Then from this 
amount of self-absorption we can determine the value of N2 at each height. 
Since N2 is a function of b2, Te and Ne, we may recompute the values of 
Te and Ne from the line intensities. The second method is to assume N2 
at each height, and from it, compute the amount of self-absorption. We 
then use the self-absorption to make corrections for the observed line 
intensities, and from the corrected line intensities and equation (2.8) 
we determine bn at each height. Then, from these values of bn, we can 
estimate Te, and Ne. Thus, from either one of these methods, we can 
obtain a preliminary distribution of Te and Ne that we can use to start 
the second approximation in the analysis. Repeating the same procedure 

.... . - • . . .     •-...... 
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we may finally determine a self-consistent model of the chromosphere from 
both line and continuum measurements. 

At the present time, unfortunately, ve  have only Wildt's determination 
(194V) of the ^-gradient, which was obtained by setting the emission gra- 
dient equal to the density gradient; but we have no absolute values of N2 
except the one by Thomas discussed in the preceding section. On the other 
band, the application of continuum measurements mentioned above involves 
various uncertainties. Separation 01  the free-bound emission and the 
scattered continuum is difficult. Second, since Te appears only in the 
Boltzmann exponential iactor of the free—bound emission, we have to depend 
on small differences in the observed data to determine Te, so that small 
errors in the measurements are of importance. 

Further, the theoretical computation of bn involves a great amount 
of computation.  We have available only the asymptotic values of b^ for 
n higher than 10, computed for the case Te - 35,000°, to which we have 
referred in section 2. We must also note that the final determination 
of Ng in the first method requires another laborious computation, if we 
follow the same proced\ire described in section 2 involving every pair of 
lines in the analysis, because of the difficulty of solving the exponen- 
tial formula to obtain N2. 

It is therefore desirable to determine a Te and Ne distribution irom 
the line intensities only, and then to compare these results with the 
results obtained from the continuum.  In general, the temperature deter- 
minations discussed in Chapter I that were based on line intensities 
yielded higher values than those based on continuum intensities.  It may 
be that line emission and continuum radiation originate under different 
atmospheric conditions. 

The following method, based on least square analysis, provides a 
somewhat independent determination of bn and N2 and minimizes as well 
the amount of computation necessary to include all the line intensities 
at a certain height.  The least square calculation assumes that all the 
small fluctuations from the theoretical. Gainer decrement may, after in- 
cluding both effeccs ox the departure from thermodynamic equilibrium and 
the self-absorption, be attributed to observational errors.  If we assume 
some expression for bn as an analytical function of n, we may express the 
Balmer line intensity as a function of n.  Thus we write equation (2.5) 
in the following logarithmic form, retaining only terms depending on the 
quantum number, n: 

&jE^~ A +3^^--^) + tjdlv-.Ajk, + Bi; t^(flts,J 

• 
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We note that the Boltzmann factor is also included, and we have ig- 
nored the radiation induced emission. In the above expression A and B 
are independent of n but involve Te and b2« 

Now we wish to express bn as a function of n. Using Thomas' asymp- 
totic values for bn mentioned in section 2, we find the following to be 
the most simple formula; 

% T 
-Hb*~P "*" ~^~    - I?- (3.2) 

Actually, the first two terms are sufficient to fit Thomas' values. 
Table XI shows the comparison of the computed values and the values 
obtained from the formula: 

*"• ' (3.3) H b„-o.3 -v 

Table XI. 

Theoretical values of bn. 

n 10 13 15 20 25 30 

Thomas 

Equation (3.3) 

0.68 

0.68 

0.59 

0.59 

0.55 

0.55 

0.48 

0<49 

o.u 
0.45 

0.42 

0.42 

Thus, we assume that the expression (3.2) with the third term intro- 
duced is adequate for the whole range of electron temperatures. Substi- 
tuting (3.2) into equation (3.1), we have 

AiEn-3»j^"^)* v^.^'1-^1- vaH 
where 

(3.U) 

C,-A+p   ,    c*-* ,   c,= B+r. 

Since, the coefficients, f and T of the b^ formula are combined 
with the other constants including Te, ve cannot determine the absolute 
value of bn. Since, however, as we will show later, the coefficient Co 
is negligibly small, and we can obtain the ratio  bn / kn> . 

- .,..   - - 
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The principle of the present method is to assume a certain value 
for N2 from which we compute |/\bsnl to substitute into equation (3.U) 
From this, we compute a correction factor/A f^ and the coefficients for 
bn by assuming that the observed Dalraer decrement can be fixed by (3-4-) 
with a small differential correction <&f Ats^] ,  'ihus we obtain both a 
corrected value No and the ratio k^/^., , which we use in repeating 
the analysis successively. After adding a differential of log |'/\bs-n^ 
we can arrange equation (3.A)  in the following form for convenience of 
computation 

v/here 
<P -C, *0x*-» *Ct^ • ^-^,      (3.5) 

N. "V« 

j represents the observed quantity, and we can determine Ci, 0%, 
C3, and A l\lj.. One advantage of this method is that we do not have to 
assign a definite value for Te and K©. Since  C(  is determined by 
least square calculation, values of electron temperature and electron 
density above a certain height may be fixed observationally through the 
coefficient C^. 

§4-. Numerical results and discussion. 

The calculation was carried out first neglecting,then including, 
the term C/n»-in equation (3.5) and comparing the two results.  It was 
concluded that this term ;vas not appreciable at all, which implies that 
the exponential Eoltzmann factor was negligible, and, also, that the 
last term of equation (3.2) is not significant for a b^ approximation. 
In general, we have included every line for which the convergence of the 
absorption term is sufficient to carry out the computation at each height, 
excluding the few lines recognized in the literature as blended with other 
lines. According to Menzel (1931), H-SQ, I^g, H25, %^, and H3 are blended 
with strong lines of Ti+, Y+, V"* , Ti"1", and He, respectively.  H22 is also 
blended with a weak line of Fe, but is included.  For the lowest height, 
however, we first included all these blended lines and then, for comparison 
purposes, we repeated the same analysis excluding them. We found that the 
successive computations did not show a monotonic convergence, probably 
indicating that the observational data were too inaccurate to determine 
the numerical figures to the high precision we expected, therefore, in 

>->, the following, we will show the number obtained at each step of the 
successive computations. 

i). Result for the lowest height, h = 670 km- 

The lines higher than Hi5 were included. We took N^C^;,1* A.86 

. 
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and obtained A(Nx**}t)- 6,1^, and  Cj.* 3.7 . To see the effect of 
sinall computational fluctuations,  we interchanged the order of the 
Ci and the A Na.^3o  term3 inequation (3.5). This gave Cxui,.6 

and A C Hj.^3^0,|^. It is interesting to note that A CN^„)«o,|| 
was also obtained from the analysis covering only the lines from H25 
to H30 

All the blended lines were included in the above computation. 
Repeating the analysis with the same initial value Na^,j0 -=0 SB   , 
but excluding H22, H25> H28 and H30» we obtained  AN»,^t = O,\o and 
Ci = 3 . 6     • Then, as the second approximation, we started 

from the value  N^^ao =*0.95" . We obtained  ^ N *<^3o=-o,o^ and 
Ci •» 3.3      froro hoth equation (3.5) and the same equation 

with the order of two terms interchanged. Thus, both approximations 
give Na&it- 0<t1    >  and indic&te that this value is reliable. 
However, the accuracy of the present data is not sufficient to give 
the value  ^ CU%Mst) "to two decimal places for a reason that 
will be pointed out later. 

• 

The final normal equations derived from the analysis, from 
which the above values were computed, are as follows: 

for <^4k5} N^-o.«6. c+c^+ff^sow-     <f 
13       6.3438       -A.3590 0.5440 

3.2168        -2.2449 0.2970 
1.6007 -0.2100 

-0.1210 0.1177 0.0315 
-0.1391 0.0282 

0.0246 0.0024 

4N°U   = 0.10, 
for N,°<3<r 0.95, z   50 -4.0868 0.7350 

-2.0902 0.3947 
1.3805 -0.2588 

0,0958 -0.0360 
-0.957 0.0277 

0.0199 0.0008 

, Since the observed data is given to only two decimal places, 
only the first two figures after the decimal point are    significant 

«V\ in the above calculations.    Therefore,  for     Hxot*n «= 0,9S*      the 
value       j&CKljtf'j,^^ 0,04-   has no meaning and even for     M*.*^ •*<}.? 6 , 

•^Ns.e^36    ±B not actually determinate within the indicated accuracy, 
This means that ve  cannot determine more than one decimal  place for 

N-o^H  •    Thus  from this analysis,  ve can only state that at 
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fc-llofe*~ (4.1) 

It may be interesting to note that +>•>« value C2 = 4 agrees well 
with Thomas' numerical solution of equation (3.3). 

The same computations for this height were repeated, including 
the term, CM  in (3.5). It was found that C3 was zero for all 
cases, so we concluded that this term was not appreciable for the 
present computation. We will discuss in a later section the accuracy 
of the results shown in equation (4.1). 

ii). Results for h = 1500 km. 

We will next show the normal equations computed for the height 
h = 1500 km for various initial values of ti^^m     . Again, all 
lines from H3.5 to H30 except the blended lines were included in the 
computations. Actual computations were carried to four decimal 
places, but only three decimals are shown. 

K0<d6= °-18 

NxS%»°-49 

r   . H^0=O.26 

c, •* C^"1 - ¥ 
13 6.3438x10 

3.2168 
-7.140 
-3.84A 

5.005 

-1.249 
-0.597 

0.654 

-0.1210 0.359 
-1.084 

-0.013 
0.032 

0.017 0.006 

AM*' = 0. q- 
-4.085 
-2.089 
1.380 

-0.391 
-0.139 
0.075 

0.096 
-0.096 

-0.052 
0.048 

0.020 -0.007 

^H*< »-0,*V 

-6.673 
-3.573 

4.261 

-0.996 
-0.461 
0.U9 

0.317 
-0.836 

-0.025 
0.062 

0.007 0.004 

^N*: -*=0,6 
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M»»= °-86 -^.359 
-2.245 
1.601 

0.394 
0.274 
-0.218 

0.118 
-0.139 

-0.082 
0.086 

0.025      -0.007 

We see that for all four initial values ranging from N^*^** 0,\9 
to 0.86, the final values of <f    are less than the last significant 
value, 0.01.  That is, we cannot obtain physically significant 
values for <3(Nio(,4') even to one decimal place. If we calculate 
4k C^x^io) using 'the third figure for if  , we have results that art» 

inconsistent with what we would expect from the method of successive 
approximations.  1'or NA0^=50^6* we get a higher positive value of 
.^(NaO^than for N,4it~o»i* '. For Nx*So as high as 0.86, ACN^^} 
is less negative than for 0.49. Thus, we cannot obtain even the 
first decimal place for Na<^3, at this height.  Ihis means that the 
effect of self-absorption and the departure from thermodynamic 
equilibrium in the higher members of the Bnlmer series are not 
sufficient to lead to self-consistent values of No within the accuracy 
of the observation. 

The same computations were carried out for the height, h = 2330km 
and 3170 km, covering the lines, H]_g - Hi7 and H& - H13, respectively. 
A3 we would expect, the results showed that the situation becomes 
even worse for higher regions, and the conclusion stated above is 
confirmed. 

Now returning to the value shown in (4.1)> end comparing the 
value at this height with those at greater heights, it may not be 
possible to conclude immediately that at least the first figure of 
NjtVa* *s determineble even at the lowest height. Unless we repeat 
the calculations taking various initial values at large intervals, 
such as  Ni«^9o = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, we cannot prove that the result 
(4.1; has meaning.  However, it seems unwise to repeat such laborious 
computations; as a matter of fact it is impossible for NaVja greater 
than 1.0, because of the slow convergence of the {Ats^ aeries. 
Therefore, in the next section, we consider some simple calculations 
designed to estimate a rough order of N2, following the first method 
discussed in section 3. 

§5»  Determination of No.and No-gradlent. 

In the preceding section, we found that successive calculations by 
the least square method did not converge to determine a solution of 
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sufficient accuracy.    The fundamental equation  (3.5) was chosen for the 
analysis under the assumption that the bn factor was solely responsible 
for the systematic errors of the earlier method.    That is,  we assumed 
the non-identical values of $2 shown in Table X were due to the omission 
of bn.    It is not very clear whether this basic interpretation was faulty 
or simply that the accuracy of the obsex-vation was not sufficient for 
obtaining quantitatively consistent results.     In the discussion of Table 
X, we mentioned   that the systematic decrease of N2-value may not have 
appeared for a series of different combinations of the lines and suggested 
that the non-identical results may be attributed to observational errors. 
The only way to prove this possibility seems to  be to repeat the same 
calculation for a sufficiently large number of different line-combinations 
and draw a statistical interpretation.    Since we have found some approxi- 
mate formulae for the self-absorption series,  the  computation described 
in section 2 is not too difficult.    Thus, we made the following calcula- 
tions ujing equation  (4.3)  in Chapter III. 

We set 

Mfi fibs a ) 
1 - -0.016   ( Ni^a^a") 

Hence,  the logarithmic ratio of the self-absorption of two different lines 
is given oy 

I       3 9 

Substituting the above into equation (2.8), we have 

i\ 

The value, N2, can be determined directly from the a^wve equation. 
The first and second term of the left hand side is the logarithm of the 
intensities observed to the theoretical intensities in thermodynamic y 
equilibrium neglecting the self-absorption. Ihe Boltamann factor, <» *• t 

is included in the second term, and is not negligible for lower tempera- 
tures. Apart from the bn term, the temperature factor appears only in 
the absorption coefficient, o(ir,t,  and in the small 1 quantity &  e^**.  In 
the following computation, we consider an isothermal atmosphere at two 
extreme temperaturesj, Te = 6000° and Te -  35,000°. For TQ = 6000° we can 
Ignore the term b^ since the assumption of the thermodynamic equilibrium 
may hold. If we set Te ~  35,000°, the greatest amount of uncertainty 
comes in through the term ^Owa b^  . We have made computations for 
two cases, one neglecting ^^{-bcy,  which corresponds to the compu~ 
tation shown in Table X, and the other including the asymptotic values 
of A„ fe- t,^  discussed in section 3 and computed from equation (3.3). 
Prom recent results, as we have discussed in Chapter I, the most probable 

- 



Table XII 

N2 x 10"16 

m     u 6000*   inc. e*" TQ - 35000*    inc.Jn Te" 35000*   "° bn rn   | Inc. e*" 
Height 

(tan) 
670 1500   2330   3170 670     1500   2330   3170 670 1500   2330   3170 

25-30 1.20 #13.70 3.H* #35.7 2.53 #33.1 
2it-29 l.Ol* * 3.1*8 2.72 * 9.15 2.51 * 8.1*0 
23-28 0.61* 0.37 1.65     0.95 1.1*9 0.86 
22-27 1.51* # lull           # 3.7U # 
21-26 0.1*7 # 1.23           # 1.03 # 
20-25 0.91*. # 2.1*9           # 1.79 # 
19-21* 0.39 # 1.03           # 0.91* § 
18-23 1.50 0.11* 3.91     0.36 3.1a 0.31 
17-22 0.27 0.15 0.72     0.39 0.63 0.33 
16-21 0.81* 0,85 2.26      2.30 1.90 1.93 
15-20 0.31 G.22 0,85      0.6? 0.72 0.1*6 
11,-19 0.1*1 0.29 1.13      0.79 0.88 0.63 
13-18 #0.09 0.23 #0.26      0.67 #0.22 0.51 
12-17 0.33 0.25 *0.1j6 0.93     0,75 #1,00 C.69 o,.5i* #0.75 
11-16 0.39 0.26 #0.1*6 1.12      0.75 #0.98 0.76 0.52 #0,70 
10-15 0.35 0.29    0.18 1,02      O.OO    0,37 0.71 0.52    0.25 

27-30 1.18 # 2.91            # 2.83 # 
26-29 // * 1.98 # # l*.6o # # I*.1*7 
25-28 2.01* * U.63 5.22 #11.03 1.92 ftlO.UO 
2l*-27 1.75 » 2.56 i*.l*6 * 6.11 1..23 * 5.77 
23-26 0.56 # 1.1*1*           # 1.36 # 
22-25 1.69 # l*.33           0 1*.08 # 
21-21* # # #          # § # 
20-23 1.75 0.90 ;i.l*8      2.11* U.23 2.02 
19-22 #5.23 l.Ol* "13.86      2.56 #12.60 2.33 
18-21 2.11 O.liO 5.U     0.97 1*.92 0.88 
17-20 0.30 * 0.76           fi 0.69 # 
16-19 o.5o 0.79 1.20      1.97 1.13 1.71* 
15-18 0.21* 0.57 0.63      1.38 0.56 1.22 
11*-17 #0.20 0,29   0.21 #0.53     0.71   0.53 #0.1*5 0.61    0.1*5 
13-16 "0.10 #   0.33 #0.27           #   0.81 #0.23 #   0.69 
12-15 0.21* 0.12    0.09 0.65      0.30   0.22 o.5l* 0.25    0,18 
11-11* 0.1*0 0.38    0.1*3 1.07      0.91*    1.07 0.86 0.76    0.86 
10-13 0.1*7 0.1*7    0.19    0.08 1.28      1.20   0.1*8    0.19 0.97 0.91   0,36    O.li* 

15-17 #1.33 #3.26 #3.11 
U<-16 0.07 0.19 0.17 
13-15 § # # 
12-11* #0.1*5 •1.1ft #1.03 
11-13 0.31*   0.13 0.79   0.35 0.67    0.29 
10-12 0.11*   0.11 0.37   0.30 0.30   0.21* 

Mean 0.852 0.1*22 0.221 0.107 2.223    1.086 0.537 0.280 1.966 0.912 0.1i37 0.223 
d^»S 

0.85      0.78    0.86 0.36     0.65   0.78 0.92     0.91   0.80 
tin 
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value of Te seems likely to be lower than 35*000°, so that the values, 
A«£M; b^ we vised may be considered aa the maximum values. Further, 
since <ve will see later that the final results are not too sensitive to 
the bn factor, we can determine $£• 

The values of NpxlO  thus computed are tabulated in Table XII,  For 
each height, we included every line higher than H]_o 1° our computations. 
For lines lower than HIQ, the self-absorption becomes too large for appli- 
cation of our approximate formula. The first column of the table gives 
the numbers- designating the pair of lines taken for the computation of the 
N2 values in the corresponding rovs. While there is no reason for selec- 
tion of particular pairs of lines, we computed with every possible combina- 
tion of line numbers having intervals of five and three, vor  the two 
highest regions, we introduced also the combinations ol lines having 
intervals of two in order to have more data. Thus we have repeated the 
computation a sufficient number of times to obtain for the three lower 
heights enough results to carry out a statistical analysis.  For the 
highest region, the number of lines observed is not large enough to get 
a reliable result. 

In Table XII, the blank spaces occur where observational data are 
not available.  The entires marked by # indicate that the relative inten- 
sities corresponding to these lines show the wrong sign for self-absorption. 
That is, the basic interpretation for carrying through these computations 
leads to inconsistencies. As we see in the Table, # appears primarily for 
the height, 1500 1cm, and in the table as a whole, the great majority of 
the results are consistent. We see that the N2-values are scattered at 
random over n rather than systematically decreasing towards the lower n 
as in Table X.  That is, the non-identity of N2 seems more likely to be 
caused by the observational error.  If we compare the results for two 
cases of Te - 35,000°, i.e., the cases with and without the bn factor, we 
see the differences are very small. This implies that the bn term is not 
appreciable and not large enough to correct the decrease of N2 in Table 
X.  It is also interesting that values of N2 in Table XII shov; consistent 
decrease with height for each combination of lines. Thus we conclude that 
variation of Nn at a given height is not systematic but random, and one 
may take an arithmetic mean to determine a most probable value of N2 at 
each height.  In averaging all the values shown in Table XI, we exclude 
the entries designated by *, because of the unreasonably large variation 
of these values from the mean. 

The mean values thus computed and the logarithmic height gradient of 
N2 are shown in the last two row3 of Table XI.  It may be interesting to 
note that the height gradient of N2 is very insensitive to a change in 

gi . temperature from one to the other extremes, in spite of a difference of 
more than a factor of 2 in the absolute value of N2. This may be a 

•\ necessary consequence of the assumption of a constant temperature. We 
note that in equation (5.2) all the temperature dependent terms Q      1 

b--n » C^2.vi 0   were taken as constant throughout the atmosphere. The 
I'2 height gradient., for Te = 6000°, where bn is equal to unity and the tem- 
perature is constant, is subject to less uncertainties than for the higher 

•  " ••-- •     •*-. • .. .     ...  .-.-.. . — 
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temperature.  It should be <jquul to hall' of the electron density gradient 
and also to the true emission height gradient (i.e. the observed emission 
gradient corrected for self-absorption). Iho results agr«e very closely 
with Wildt's (1947) determination oi the emission gradient,  o ,*? a > i 68

CMZ} 

and ar« smaller than the value of Cillie and Itenzel. 1.5"^ -\os w*', tMch 
is not corrected for self-absorption. Thomas (1950) and Mhay et a^»(1951) 
havti argued that the density gradient mus1 be higher than the Wildt emission 
gradient because of the effect of the bn's, which Wildt ignored. Regard- 
less of this point, however, the present results show practically no 
difference after including bn.  further, the small difference between the 
last two cases in liable XI3 indicate a direction of increase opposite to 
their suggestion. It is also important to note that the present ^-gra- 
dients are almost constant throughout the different heights, whereas 
Thomas' results showed a large decrease towards the upper region of the 
chromosphere.  Despite the fact that the values obtained for the highest 
height, h = 3170 km, in Table XII are most uncertain, because only three 
computations were averaged, the i'inal results of Ng-gradient seem consis- 
tent with the other heights. 

Since the ^-gradient seems constant through all heights, we computed 
the most probable N2-gradient by the least square analysis, ihe following 
results were obtained: 

For Te = 60000,        |* - O.M • »0 " c*C». 

For Te = 35,000°, including b^,    p ~ O . S 2. • I 0  «** ,   (5#3) 

For Te = 35,000°, neglecting b^,   ^ « O, 2 <1   • »6"? *~\ 

Or, we can write the following expression for log N2 as a function 
of the chromospheric height, h: 

For Te = 6000°, LNia  IU1   - 0,35$ K|0'9 Tl ^ .        (5.A) 

For Te = 35,000° including b ,   £. |sj   = \^S2 -6,3»<2M0^^, 
* (5.5) 

For Te = 35,000° neglecting bn, ^ M    » |4,Stt-0( ill X |0* ft**" 
r •(5.6) 

§6. Discussion. 

In the previous section, we derived expressions for N2 as a function 
of height for cases of Te = 6000° and 35,000°. The effects of departures 
from thermodynamic equilibrium were examined by including a bn factor in 
the case of Te = 35,000°, The important result is that the density-height 
gradients, 3 , are practically the same for both temperatures. The differ- 
ence between the values of N2 for the two temperature cases, at each height, 
is due to the temperature dependence of oC^-n^       * That is, since we 
evaluated the absorption coefficient at the line center using the approxh- 
mation that the line profiles are determined by Doppler broadenings, 
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c/iflQ varies as (Te)-y. Hence, it is necessary to know the value of Te 
to determine Ng. However, we should re-emphasize that the empirically 
determined quantity is the product  KJa.^ 2.^3 ,  and that the only assump- 
tion concerning temperature necessary for its determination is that Te 
is constant throughout the chromosphere. The absolute value assigned to 
Te does net affect this determination. Except for calculating the values 
of  g/n and jj , we introduced values of Te - 6000° and 35,000° only in 
the final computation to deduce K2 from  Ni^ 0  •  If we carried out 
the analysis ignoring Q&*and Jj^hen S would necessarily be the same for 
both cases. The insignificant difference we found for p in two cases, 
implies that the numerical results are not sensitive to departures from 
thermodynamic equilibrium. This conclusion is confirmed further by the 
following calculations. 

Ignoring the factors bn and e11, we consider the variation with 
temperature of the constant term in equation (5.A)  and (5.5) to be due 
solely to the variation of o^xn 0  • Then we express the constant t erm 
as a function of Te. Since N2 varies as (Te)a for  ctxx 0  varying as 
(Ta)"2, we can write the following expression from equation (5.4 )> 

^ N^ 16.13 tj1}©"0'5^^'-^) 

trora the above equation, we get the value of 16.55 as the constant term 
for Te = 35,000°. This differs from that in equation (5.5) by only 0.03. 
Thus we may conclude that the factor of b^ does not appreciably affect 
the present N2 results. We may therefore consider that equation (6.1) 
gives the most probable N2 distribution, at least for a chromospheric 
region in which Te is lower than 35.000°.  It should be noted that the 
N2-helght gradient inequation (6.1) is determined empirically without 
any a priori assumption on the value of Te or & . Hence, if the electron 
temperature at each height is given, we can determine N2 for the corres- 
ponding height directly from equation (6.1). 

As was discussed in the above, it appears that the 1932 data show 
very small departures from thermodynamic equilibrium.  Ihis implies that 
the chromospheric electron temperature was much lower than 35,000°.  How- 
ever, the small value we obtained for ^ , compared to the emission-height 
gradient determined by Cillie and Menzel (1935) for the higher order lines, 
gives some evidence that the effects of b2 may be present and that the 
temperature increases with height in the lower chromosphere.  In this case, 
the value of fi may vary for different lines. We will return to these 
points in later sections in the following chapter. 

• 
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V.  APPLICATION TO THE FLASH SPECTRUM OF 1952 ECLIPSE. 

§!•  Introduction. 

In the preceding chapter, we have considered several methods for 
determining the absolute value of the population of hydrogen atoms in 
the second state, N2, from the numerical values of self-absorption in 
the higher order lines of the Dalmer series and have applied these 
methods to the spectra taken at the 1932 eclipse. We discussed critically 
the uncertainties appearing in the previous analysis by Thomas and com- 
puted the most probable values of N? at each height within the accuracy 
of the observations. 

In his earlier work, Thomas (1950a) suggested that the above re- 
sults may be extended to a determination of the chromospheric tempsra- 
ture distribution as well as an electron density distribution, thereby 
deducing a model of the chromosphere from flash spectra.  The 1952 eclipse 
program of the High Altitude Observatory under the supervision of Roberts, 
Evans and Thomas, was primarily to obtain data for this purpose. A highly 
improved jumping film technique made it possible to obtain the flash 
spectrum with much greater resolution of chromospheric heights.  The 
photometric measurements and a preliminary discussion of the results has 
been given by  Athay, Billings, Evans, and Roberts (1954). The intensities 
of the higher Balmer lines and the Dalmer continuum were obtained at 
approximately every 100 km, starting from the height of 500 km above the 
base of the chromosphere. A method has been developed to determine both 
the electron temperature and the electron density simultaneously by 
combining the free-bound emission and the electron scattered photospheric 
continuum.  However, the method itself involves various uncertainties as 
discussed in the above mentioned paper.  In fact, the results show a 
considerable range of values, depending upon the different assumptions 
made in the calculation.  It is therefore desirable to consider the 
possibility of analyzing the line intensity data independently, especially 
since the eclipse program was planned primarily for the line analysis 
following the basic principles described in the preceding chapter. 

The photometric measurements of the 1953 spectra were carried out for 
2 points on the arc, and the heights for each point were determined inde- 
pendently from moon profile pictures.  It turned out that the heights for 
the 2 points differed by the same amount that occurred between six con- 
secutive exposures, and, as a result, at many of the heights intensities 
were measured at both points on the limb. In the following computation 
we took the mean values of the Intensities for these heights in all cases. 

9 In section 2, we shall reconsider the method of determining b^ and N2 
A, simultaneous!.  and in the later sections the general characteristics of 
#.!,. the BaLmor decrement will be examined. 

§2,  Method of simultaneous deterra:'nation of N? and b^. 

In sections 3 and A  of Chapter IV, we developed a method to determine 
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bn and N2 simultaneously from the numerical amount of self-ahsq'r'pt'ion. 

i It wag a method of successive trial and error, based on the least square 
principle. We found that, using ihe 1932 data, repeated calculations 
did hot give consistent solutions. As we discussed in detail, it was 
not certain whether the cause of the failure was due to insufficient 
accuracy of the observations for this detailed calculation, or if the 
theory itself was not adequate to explain the general character of the 
phenomena. The method was first developed from the consideration that 
from the 1932 data the relative absorption at the lowest height decreased 
with increasing quantum number. This decrease was in such a direction as 
would be explained by a monotonic decrease of bn with quantum number. We 
have mentioned that the systematic decrease at the lowest height was con- 
cluded from only a part of the data, however, it was found that when all 
lines were considered the systematic change with quantum number was not 
so evident.  The next possible fault in the theory may lie in the assumed 
form of the bn, because the theoretical fox*m for a kinetic temperature of 
35,000° was used.  We shall therefore examine the general character of 
the 1952 data, with regard to these two points before going into the 
calculations. Since the number of heights involved in the 1952 data was 
much greater than in 1932, we may draw more affirmative conclusions by 
statistical methods. 

We define the quantity R^ by: 

and, in Figure III, we plot Rn at each height against the quantum number 
n.  EfliC0^ denotes the observed intensity of line n and Bni.iT.E.) the 
theoretical value computed for thermedynamic equilibrium without self- 
absorption. Hence R^ represents the combined effects of bn and self- 
absorption. Since  £"B2CT.E,) is a function of Ng, and N2 depends on Te, 
Ne and b2, we cannot determine the absolute value of Rn without knowing 
these parameters at each height. However, we are interested only in the 
relative amount of R^, which can be determined as a function of n at each 
height.  (As long as we assume a spherically symmetric distribution, Te, 
Ne and b2 are constant at the same height, 00 that we can determine the 
relative values of £";H_(T,E,) by computing n-dependent terms only.) The 
shapes of the curves in Figure III demonstrate the general characteristic 
of bn and (ftfc>sM^ .  If the chromosphere is in thermodynamic equilibrium 
and self-absorption effects are negligible, the curves should be hori- 
zontal straight lines, "he effect of self-absorption tends to lower the 
line below the horizontal, and the departure from thermodynamic equili- 
brium affects it in the opposite direction. The broken lines were drawn 
horizontally near the maximum point at each height to indicate the com- 

^*\ bination of these effects.  The solid horizontal lines were drawn through 
the average value of Rn at each height. The vertical scale, indicated 
in the top curves, is the same for all neights. 

For lover heights, the curves lie lover at lower quantum numbers, but 
this effect appears to decrease systematically with height. If we ignore 
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bj-j, we see that this agrees well with the absorption effect.  But for 
greater heights the effect reverses, i.e., Rn decreases for higher lines 
and the amount of decrease becomes greater for the greater heights.  The 
latter effect may only be explained by a changing bn. Since bn decreases 
with n, we may get a consistent picture for this observed feature, if we 
assume simply that bn increases with height,  From the theoretical con- 
sideration discussed in Chapter II, this'implies that the electron tem- 
pera ttiro increases upwards in the chromosphere. 

i 

i 

The last two curves in -figure III were drawn for the 1932 data for 
comparison.  It is interesting to note that the 1932 data do not show 
the same tendency for greater heights, an interpretation being that the 
bn effect was smaller in 1932. Thu3, our conclusion from the 1932 data 
discuss&d in Chapter IV is predicted by this diagram.  For the 1952 data, 
however, in contrast to these 1932 results, we see that the bn term 
should not be excluded if we are to get a consistent picture over the 
whole region. 

Thus we shall rc-peat the calculations based on the least squnre 
principle described in section 3, Chapter IV.  In section 3, we used an 
approximate expression for log brj deduced from the theoretical values 
computed for Te = 35,000°. The equation is hyperbolic in form, with 
small curvature. Since the continuum data seem to indicate a temperature 
lower than 35,000°, we assume 

log bn -  a + b-n (2.2) 

for the present case,  w'e also see in Figure III that the above form 
seems sufficient within the scattering of points plotted. Substituting 
equation (2.2) into (3.1) of Chapter IV, we have the following formula 
corresponding to equation (3.5). 

if = &j E,,.-* V;fc - £) - ty/«. - VAbs"V 

For convenience of computation, we have written the differentiation by 

The successive computations were repeated until the probable errorB 
of  ACHi.t<^o,) atld B became the same order of magnitude as their solu- 
tions. Contrary to the former results, we found that we could determine 
two decimal places witMn the observed accuracy at all heights. To illus- 
trate this point both coefficients of the final normal equations from 
which we obtained the solutions,  z\ CH^^   »-nd B are shown below. The 
probable errors fire also added. 

• 

• - 
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In the following, the lowest line included in the computation is 
indicated in the bracket following the height. The first value, N»_<<30 
is the initial value of Nt«z.0<D taken for the computation, and the last 

Na_<*i,»».t>   is the final value obtained,  tor the lowest height, 
h = 530 kin, the last two computations are shown in order to illustrate 
the convergence of the computation, and for all the other cases we tabu- 
la ltd only the final results,  '•'he individual computations were carried 
out at e very  other height for the lover region, and for h higher than 
1820 km we found solutions at each height in order to minimize the 
effects of random errors. The results are as follows: 

h - 530 km (Hx5) 

N2a « 0.8$0     A(Na) <= g^S = °'38 

N2o - 1.15      A(No) » g^j
3- „, o.oU+0.10      N2a30 - 1,19 

B - -ffi||| - -0.021±O.Ol5 

h - 750 km (H13) 

N2a - 0.826     A(Na)=» M2
0. B 0±O.U70       N2a30 - 0.83 

B = -2±°28 - 0.02U±0.11 
0.U27 

h « 960 km (H12) 

N2a « 0.562     A(Na) - -°ra§-jjl * -0.017*0.01*2   N2a - 0.5U 
0.991 

B = - ?'j|7? - -0.028*0.010 
16.9U6 

h = 1180 km (H1X) 

N2c - O.HO?     A(Na) « £^2°£ » 0«,00U±0.0U6    N2c « 0.1*1 

'4i 

B - - 0'3Ul = -0.023*0.011* 

h - 1390 km (H1:L) 

N2a - 0.391     A(Na) - °>
0^ » o.056± 0.035    N2a - 0.U5 

1.005 
B - - 0*300 « -0.029*0.011 

I0T20T 

h » 1610 km (H10) 

N2a - 0.2U5     A(Na) - -M£§ - -0.029*0.023   N2a - 0.22 

B - -0*^1 . -0.023*0.009 

1 

.       -•;../: -.•       •.".'.•   '.• .  •••.•.,-,..•.;..... . - 
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h - 1820 km (%) 

N2« » 0.196 

- . 

h - 1930 km (H9) 

N2a • O.lUl 

h " 20U0 km (%) 

N2a - 0.135 

h - 2150 km (H$») 

••• 

N2a • 0.080 

h - 2260 km (%) 

N2a - 0.080 

h - 2U00 km (H9) 

N2a - 0.101 

h - 3060 km (H9) 

N2a « 0.0U7 

* h - 3180 km (%) 

K2a • o.oia 

•• 
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A(Na) - -Q»Q-% - -0.010*0.0U0        N2a - 0.19 
5V693 

B - -9*63? . -0,023*0,018 
F^93 

A(Na) .    0.263 » 0.021*0.012 N2a - 0.16 
127H72 

B • -, f»ffi - -0.027*0.007 
Ulul5o 

A(Ka) - —P*1^'- -0.015*0.011      N20 - 0.12 

B - -Q»7gg . -0.019*0.006 
373S 

A(Nd) • —?-4S " -0.023*0.007      N2<x - 0.057 
37.5U1 

B -   . •SajS - -O.0O8±O.00U 
37.551 

A(Na) - -JrJ| a -0.02l*±0.Cll       N2a - 0.0^6 

B « -.3'2S " -0.006*0.006 

A(No) - • °r-2-Sg = -0.009*0.010     N2a - 0.092 v 2U.019 

B - -^9M - -0.0lU±0.006 

A(Na) - -0«°Q9 - -0.008*0.012        N2a - 0.039 

B -      O'jffl - -0.013^0.007 19.56 

A(Nc) - -°*'°jS - -0.027*0.013        N2a - O.OlU 

6 - - °'^63 - -0.032*0.018 
20.570 

f 
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Since the observed data, as we have discussed in Chapter IV , give 
only two decimal places, the last figure in the above res\)lts for f^ola^i»Jo 
has not much significance.  However, from the probable errors, we may 
say that at least two figures are reliable. The values of B represent 
the logarighmic ratios of two successive bjj's, log b-n/b-n-n *  anc* ar9 

also reliable to two figures. 

The directly determined solution is ^a0^250,0 » instead of N2 
itself. Again we recall that the absorption coefficient introduced here 
refers to the absorption at the line Renter so that it is a function of 
temperature, Since U varies as (Te)~2, Mg varies by a factor of 2.6 as 
Te varies from 5000° to 35,000°. The values of N2 x 10"1" are shown in 
Table XIII for various temperatures. If the chromosphere is assumed to 
be isothermal, then the logarithmic N2-gradient, ft , is the same for all 

Table XIII. 

Ho  x 10-16 

~\   T 
h kmXe 5000 10,000 20,000 35,000 

530 1.28 1.81 2.56 3.39 

750 0.92 1.30 1.84 2.43 

960 0.61 0.86 1.22 1.61 

1180 0.46 0.65 0.91 1.21 

1390 0.50 0.71 1.00 1.32 

1610 0.24 0.34 0.48 0.64 

1820 0.21 0.30 0.42 0.55 

1930 0.19 0.27 0.37 0.49 

2040 0.13 0.18 0.26 0.35 

2150 0.064 0.090 0.13 0.17 

2260 0.060 0.085 0.12 0.16 

2400 0.102 0.1U 0.20 0.27 

3060 0.042 0.059 0.83 0.11 

3180 0.015 0.021 0.030 0.040 

temperatures. In Figure IV, log H2 is plotted against h2 for Te = 
35,000°. Four points marked by / corresponding to h r 1390, 2150, 2260, 

.1. ' 
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3180 km, are scattered considerably, but all the rest of the points seem, 
to define a straight line. Hence, we fitted these points to a straight 
line by -the least square method. The point for h = 3060 km is apparently 
in a good position, but it is 700 km from the next point, and we have to 
consider the relative error to be greater for the weaker lines. Thus we 
computed two cases as follows: l) including every point except four 
marked by X , and 2) excluding the highest point from 1). We obtained 
the following formulae: 

1).  log H2 = 16.79 (±0.023) - 0.578 (±0.018) • lO"8 hcm .   (2.-4) 

(i = 1.33 • lO"8 cm"1 

2).  log N2 = 16.81 (±0.025) - 0.597 (±0.021) . 10"8 hem .   (2.5) 

£ = 1.37 • 10-8 cm-1 

The difference between the two cases is not large, and ^ is considerably 
higher than the value, 0.82 x KT8 cm-1, previously obtained from 1932 
data. (cf. Chapter IV, equation (5.3)). We notice that the emission gra- 
dient measured from 1952 data is more than twenty per cent greater than 
from 1932 data. This implies that either chromospheric or technical 
conditions for the measurements wore considerably different at the two 
eclipses. If we consider this point together with the various assump- 
tions made in the analysis, the agreement between the two cases 1J 
satisfactory. Under the assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium, the ob- 
served density gradients for 1952 and 1932 leads to the temperatures of 
25,000° and 40,000°, respectively. We will return to this comparison 
of B in the two eclipses later. 

Since the N2 gradient does not depend on the assumed temperature, 
we obtain the expressions for log N2 for various lower temperatures 
simply by changing the first term in equation (2.4) or (2.5). In fact, 
we can write equation (2.4) in either the form 

log No = 16.37 (±0.023) + £log(-Ia-) - 0.578 (±0.018) x 10"8 h0"1 

V 5040> (2.6) 

log N2 = 14.52  (±0.023) + &log Te - 0.578   (±0.018) x 10""8 h"311 

or 

(2.7) 

since oCx^n     varies as (Te)"^'. Three broken lines in .figure IV repre- 
sent log N2 given for Te = 20,0000, 10,000°, and 5000°. If we know the 

g»   . temperature at some height and the chromospheric temperature gradient is 
not large, we can determine the N2 value at each height from equation 

•'x (2.6). Later in section 5, we wilJ calculate the value of N2 at every 
500 km in the lower region of the chromosphere, using the temperature 
distribution obtained from the continuum. 

Ihe above argument is especially important when w e r ecall that our 
final aim is to find the Te and Ne distributions by successive approximations. 
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If the temperature gradient is small, tlie form of equation (2,C>) will not 
change significantly in higher order approximations, and we can use it to 
calculate N2 immediately. Of course, in a rigorous cense, the empirical 
value of p may be altered from one model to the next, because the self- 
absorption will change as N2 is changed. However, the amount of correction 
may be negligibly small in the higher regions where Ng values are small. 
Thus, the actual amount of work in successive calculations can be 
considerably reduced. 

r 1 1 1 
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FIGURE 3C  B vs. Height 
Now, returning to the results summarized in pages 61 and 62, we plot 

the coefficient B against height in Figure V, The points are widely 
scattered and it seems difficult to presume a correlation with height. 
However, if we again exclude the four points corresponding to those marked 
by X in Figure VI, we see that for the region lower than h - 2000 Ion, the 
values of B are almost constant. Therefore, we take an arithmetic mean 
of these value3 and writer 

log bn - log bn + k - 0.02l» k 

for the region lower than h « 2000, and 

log bn - log bn + k - 0.022 k 

for the whole region. 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

• 
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FIGURES!    Theoretical Value of Log bn vs. n 
As we have discussed in the previous chapter, the only theoretical 

values of bn available for n higher than 10 ore those that Thomas calcu- 
lated approximately for Te = 35,000°.  These are plotted in Figure VI. 
The solid line represents a best fit to these theoretical values. The 
broken line was drawn from equation (2.9) with the constant adjusted so 
as to Tit the first four points. The gradient of the solid line is 0.012. 

§3•  Observed appupt of  b» 
U [AbsJ 

In Figure III of the previous section we plotted the relative 
effects of departure from thermodynamic equilibrium and self-absorption 
for each height and observed that the diagrams indicated a systematic 
change of these relative effects with height.  However, the quantity thus 
plotted is relative and the consistency of the results is examined only 
qualitatively.  In section 3 a method was discussed for determining both 
the self-absorption and the departure from the equilibrium simultaneously 
under some simplified assumptions. We now wish to determine the absolute 
scale of Figure III, eb that we can proceed to calculate more rigorously. 

bn must approach unity as n goeB to infinity, since the free elec- 
trons can be assumed to obey the Kaxwelllan distribution at a unique 
kinetic temperature. Hence, either the continuum (free-bound emission) 
intensity or the emissions in the lines near the series limit may be 
regarded as free from the bn-effect. At the same time, self-absorption 
should be negligibly small in these u?gions. Therefore, using the 
continuum or the high-order line intensities, we may calculate the ab- 
solute amount of bn and the self-absorption observationally so that we 
can fix the zero point of Figure III. 
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The free-bound emission in the Balraer continuum in a frequency 
range d.$   integrated along the line of sight and above the moon's limb 
may be written as: 

(3.2) 

and where Nl. and Nt refer to the integrated quantities of "Ax and T»^ 
along Hne~of-sight, as was stated on page 25" . A factor ^"'enters through 
the integration over x.     . The integration is carried under the same 
conditions and assumptions ve made in Chapter III. 

The total Balmer line intensity is given by equation (2.1) of 
Chapter III. We replace Nn in this equation by the Boltzmann-Saha 
formula to make the terms Nj., Ne and Te explicit. Then we have the 
following expression: 

Taking the logarithmic ratio of (3.2) to (3.1), we write 

-h &j A^.* **j e"^ . bv f Pihsy,}      (3.3) 

where    t-^-,    is "the intensity at the series limit,    Hence,  from equation 
(3.3), we can obtain the observed amount of   -CWX^) bviAfc**!    '    ^nce 

the continuum measurements were considerably more scattered than the38 of 
the lines, we used the values smoothed by least-square fitting for  Ee>ot. 
and the raw values for lines, although the results wore not seriously 
different. 

Figure VII shows    6M e**  t„ [ftbs^]      at about every 500 kilometers, 
plotted against the quantum number.    The shape of the line at each height 
1B essentially the same as ths corresponding one in Figure III.    While, in 
Figure VII,  the value    /*& e* •*  b^(W*]ifl plotted for every line,  it 
should be noted that the 15MS,  Fo/(, H22,  %2$*  ^28 snd H3Q have been found 
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to be blended vdth other lines, as is discussed in Chapter IV.  Kence, 
these lines should be excluded in considering the general characteristics 
of the diagram that are discussed below. 

The essential facts of physical significance in Figure VII are sys- 
tematic changes of &«e.* * b * fflby „^ with chromospheric height as well as 
with line number. The quantity , t^e*^  b *>'fAbs w\, hereafter denoted 
by RR, increases upwards by a greater amount for the lov;er members of the 
series than for the higher members.  Towards the series limit it approaces 
a constant value monotonically, and for n greater than 26, becomes 
slightly greater than zero (except for the height, 2A00 km).  Ihis verifies 
observationally that both departure from Ihermodynamic equilibrium and 
self-absorption are negligible for these higher members.  If we draw a 
horizontal line at the apparent asymptote, we see that Rn for h lower 
than 1000 km comes below this line, and at higher regions it comes above 
it.  ;iince Hm ^ ^ir,\  is a negative quantity, decreasing with height, and 

fbm  hts   is positive, we may say that the s elf-absorption exceeds b^  in 
the 1.0wer region, and 1he latter becomes predcminent in the higher 
chromosphere.  We may not, however, conclude immediately that the bjj 
increase outwards in the chromosphere until we attempt by estimation 
to separate b^ and f&ks^j independently, as will be done in the follow- 
ing section. 

« Before proceeding to the bn determination, it will be interesting 
to calculate the Rn-height relation using the intensity of higher order 
lines instead of the continuum. As we have discussed, the continuum 
measurements are considerably scattered and we have used the smoothed 
values for the present analysis. Vs have shown that fc^ and ^FVfcs^ terms 
become negligible for the highest lines of the series'both theoretically 
and observationally.  Hence we can simply calculate the difference be- 
tween the line intensity of a given line and one of the highest order lines 
in order to determine Rn.  From equation (3.3), we may write immediately 

(3.4) 
in which n' refers to the line whose self-absorption and departure from 
thermodynamic equilibrium are assumed to be negligible.  We take the 
mean value of the intensity of H^, Hpo, and H27 (H30, H28 are blended) 
as EVi. and set n' = 29.  Figure Vlllshows the result thus obtained 
for heighxs corresponding to those taken in Figure VII.  Ihe increase of 
Rn with the chromospheric height is not as great as when we used the 
continuum, but the systematic change with height remains. 

'Aj,.i VJe have computed Rn for all heights and obtained a gradual increase 
with height.  For each individual n, variation of the line intensity by 

• a fraction of the observational error would shift Rn either positively 
or negatively. In the latter case where we used high order lines for a 
reference, most anomalies in Rn appear for heights higher than 1930 km. 
Rn at these higher regions is smaller than for the next lower height, 
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FIGURE 3nn       Log (bn-ex"-Abs.) vs. n      (b) 
which was not shown in the results when we used the continuum as a 
reference point. We may interpret this discrepancy as due primarily to 
the inaccuracy of the measurements of H-v/*.  values for greater heights, 
where these lines are very much weakened. Since the smoothed values of 
the continuum are used in the former case, such discrepancies were 
corrected. 

**\ 

Except at the greatest heights, the only anomalies in Rn appear at 
h -  960 km. Here Rn seems abnormally high, and the Rn-curve has a rather 
peculiar shape. In order to minimize such effects we constructed Rn 
diagrams by taking mean values of Rn at several succeeding heights, except 
for 960 km and heights higher than 1930 km, in the following way. Ve took 
the mean of the Rn at 530, 640, 750, and 850 Ian and plotted the value for 
the mean height, h = 685 km. Similarly, we chose combinations of 1070, 
1180, 1280, 1390 km and 1500, 1600, 1820 km to determine the mean values 
for h = 1230 and 1640 km, respectively. Thus we obtained an R^ curve for 
three heights shown in Figure IX. 'ihe deviations of points for individual 
heights are smoothed by this averaging procedure, and all the points lie 
well within a clearly defined Rn curve,  further, the height at which the 
slope of the Rn curve changes sign for a given n, more clearly indicated 
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by iigure IX. Ihe general characteristics of the effects of bn and self- 
absorption, concluded from the systematic change of the Rn curves in 
Figure VII, may be explained more conclusively in Hgure IX. 

In the preceding discussions about  R-* 3 &rj. e * * • k .„ • { Ab*„j , we 
implicitly ignored the terra g^x , which depends on the temperature.  If 
the chromosphere is assurood to be isothermal, the qualitative interpreta- 
tions should not be altered at all. On the other hand, if there is a 
temperature gradient the e*1* term may affect slightly the shape of the 
RJJ curves.  However, g** has a very small value, even for low temperatures, 
and decrease exponentially with temperature. We shall come back to this 
question again in the next section, but in Table XIV, we show the values 
W.-eXvi computed for various Te to compare the order of magnitude with 
Rn in Figures VII, VIII, and IX. 

Table XIV. 

.xn 

10 11 12 13 15 17 20 25    30 

5,000  0.14 0.11 0.09 0.08 0.06 0.05 0.03 0.02 0.02 

10,000   .07 .06 .05 ,0A .03 .02 .02 .01   .01 

20,000   .03 .03 .02 .02 .02 ..01 .01 .01   .01 

. 30,000   0.02  .02   .02   .01   .01   .01   .01   .00   .00 
i ..I   i I. i        III       i 

We see in the above table -ex* is negligible for Te higher than 
20,000° and is appreciable only for lower order Balraer lines at lower 
temperatures. In the next section we will include this factor for an 
appropriate temperature to determing the observed value of bn. 

§4.   Maalfl&j&aa al t})e afessassl frn- 

In the previous section we calculated the observed values of Rj^ that 
are shown in Figures VII, VIII, and IX. To eliminate -e.** from Rn, we 
must know the temperature distribution in the chromosphere. But, the 
contribution of this term is very small and we can treat it as a secondary 
correction. If we once obtain bn or ^F\bSv»\  , wc may estimate the tem- 
perature distribution, after which wc can eliminate e** and repeat the 
process successively. A larger contribution to Rn comes from  b^-ffUj-J. 
Either bn or £M>s^can be determined if we know the other. If we have a 
knowledge of the chromospheric temperature and electron density (the latter 
is much less sensitive to bn than the former), we can calculate t^ theore- 
tically, then determine 'jfHsv,') } or we can obtain Mg from b2, Te and Ne, 
then compute the theoretical value of ffibs^to compare with the observed 
^A-byh| . At present we have only a value for Te derived from the 
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continuum. 
independent 

Wo 
of 

wish, however, to get a model from the line intensity 
the continuum,  In section 2 we developed a method to gejj 

f\J < observational!* at each height.  To derive l\r2 from this result, we 
have to knov the temperature at each height, since «< in this case is a 
function oi' Te.  Howover,N-«C v;as obtained by a purely empirical method 
and {AI°s,J is a function of Ng  » so we can calculate [A^s„j without assuming 
the temperature,  Then we can obtain the observed values of t^, choosing 
the parameter «** to give a best fit with the theoretical t^ computed for 
various temperatures. Thus, we can determine the temperature empirically 
and repeat the procedure to reach a final consistent model of the chromosphere, 

The values of N^^o tabulated in page 61 to page 62, were used to 
estimate j^bsn"li at each height.  Then, by subtracting this from R^, ob- 
tained from the line and contimuum intensities, (cf. Figure VII), we 
obtained the values ofio^-e^iWy,     , that are plotted against n in 
figure X. The values corresponding to the blended lines, hi,/,, b2B, and 
D30 were omitted. The different lines used to distinguish each height 
Ere the same as we used in ligure VII,  for each height, we have included 
in our calculations only the lines for which ^of'^jjfj.n.o  was less than 1. 
(For example, for the lowest height, n<15 was not included). To estimate 
log bn, wc subtracted loge^n computed for the appropriate temjerature. 
Since eAn is negligibly small for Te J>  20,000° and n <. 10, this diagram 
itself gives log bn directly if the chromospheric temperature is higher 
than 20,000°. At first glance, we see that bn is practically the same for 
all heights except the highest. This implies that the chromosphere is 
isothermal at least in the region lower than 2000 km.  V.!e will discuss 
this point later. 

If we assume that the chromospheric temperature is as low as 5000°, 
we must subtract $°^ e*n  computed in Table XIV to estimate the observed 
log bn corresponding to 5000°.  We see from Tfble XIV that the log bn 
lines will be lowered by a maximum amount of 0.14, at n = 10.  If, however, 
Te = 5000°, log bn should be equal to zero, since the radiation temperature 
of the chromosphere is nearly 5000°, giving a iioltzmann distribution, with 
bn = 1.  Thus we estimate the real temperature to be somewhat higher than 
the photospheric radiation temperature. 

-i-i 

The apparent shapes of the log bn versus n curves seem to be nearly 
straight, with perhaps a slight rise towards the lower order n. There- 
fore, we take a mean of log b^ obtained for lour different heights, 530, 
1070, 1500, and 20/0 km to determine the value of log t^ at each n. Then, 
an analytical expression of log bn as a function of n may be obtained by 
fitting these mean values with either of the following two forms: 

log bn = -0.13 (±0.022) + 6.7 (±0.28) 1 
IS U.l) 

or 

log bn B 0.73 (±0.049) - 0.024 (io.0011) (4.2) 

The form (4.1) was used for fitting the theoretical computations for Te = 
35,000° given in Chapter IV, and the linear form (4.2) was used for the 
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determination of f^i°* in section 2. Prom the probable errors shown, we 
see that log bn is well represented by U.2). In section 2. we obtained 
a value of B, corresponding to the coefficient of n in (A.2), of 0.02-4 or 
0.022. This remarkably good agreement may be regarded as a check on the 
consistency of both computations. 

1 

0,7 

0.6- 

0.5- 

T—I—T~T 
Logbn*-0.225(±O.OI6)+-fr7.06(d:0.20) 
Log bn= Q.70(±0.097)-n-0.027(±0.0022) 

\2040 

\ 

V.. 

N2(I952) 

J—I I L-J I I I »     '     i   . J I I I     I L__L 
10      12      14      16      18     20    22     24     26     28 

n 

FIGURE XL    Log bn vs. n     (b) 
The approximate theoretical values of log bn for Te = 35,000° are 

indicated byX in Figure X. This shows that the observed t^ indicate a 
chromospheric electron temperature somewhat lower than 35,000°. To get 
further information about the exact value of the temperature, we have to 
compute bn for several ranges of Te lower than 35,000°. 

Figure XI is a Bimilar diagram of log bn derived from Figure IX. RJJ 

in this caec was obtained by taking the intensity of Balmer lines relative 
to the higher lines instead of to the continuum. It was then averaged 
for four successive heights in the same way that we averaged the corres- 
ponding results for the continuum comparison. If our assumption of negli~ 
gible $ Aka >, t   and b^  for the lines higher than n = 27 as well as the 
continuum is true, then both rigure X and XI should be identical except 
for a slight difference of height represented on the diagrams. We ob- 
tained the following algebraic expressions for log DQ in figure XI: 



   

. 

- 

log bn = -0.22 ( + 0.016) + 7.1 (t 0.20) • i (U.3) 
0 

• 

log bn = 0.70 (+ 0.097) - 0.027 (* 0.0022) . n. (h*k) 

The values represented by the above formulae are slightly smaller than 
those in (h.l) and (1|.2). 

Finally, we shall consider the following computations as a rough 
estimation of the contribution of self-absorption to the Rn curves. In 
Chapter IV, we obtained N2 from 1932 eclipse data from a different method. 
As we have discussed previously, various observed results indicate that 
the chromosphere in 1952 was in a considerably different condition. There- 
fore one may not, in a rigorous sense, apply the results of 1932 to 1952, 
However, it may be interesting to estimate log bn using N2 obtained from 
1932, and compare the results to those discussed above. Figure XII show? 
the diagram corresponding to Figure X, thus obtained. The mean log bn 
curve in Figure XII approximately coincides with the mean curve in Figure X. 
This is a rather unexpected result if we take into account the considerable 
difference in N2 values between the two eclipses, as discussed in section 2. 
It may be partly due to the small contribution of self-absorption to Rn for 
higher order linus. 

• 

•5• Comparison to the model obtained from the Balmer continuum, and the 
determination of bp. 

In the preceding sections, it was pointed out that we can determine the 
values of T8 and ne independently froin the emission in the continuum. The 
analysis of the continuum data from the 1952 eclipse was carried out by 
Athay, Pecker, and Thomas (195U). From the intensity of the Balmer free- 
bound emission relative to the photospheric scattered light and emission 
from the negative hydrogen ion, at the Balmer series limit, they determined 
the values of Te and n„ at each height. Table XV shows their results for 
the region lower than h = 3000 Ion. 

Table XV 

Model of chromosphere obtained from the Balmer continuum* 

Height (km) 500 1000 1500 2000 2.500 3000 

T 
9 5,500 6,000 6,500 7,100 7,800 8,600 

log ne 11.6$ 11. hh 11.21 11.02 10.82 10.61 

^    • #From Table VI in the forthcoming paper by Athay, Pecker, and Thomas, 

We see in the above table that the electron temperature is slightly 
higher than the photospheric radiation temperature and increases slowly 
upward. According to the method discussed in section 2, we can calculate 
from equation (2.6) the values of ^(h) at each height corresponding to the 
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temperature given in Table XV. The values of N2(h) thus obtained are 
shown in Table XVI in comparison with the values corresponding to 
Te « 0,500". 

Table XVI 

Values of N2(h) 

j | 

: 

• 

Height (ion) 5'00 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 

log N2(h)        16.10 IS.fill    15'.56 
for T0 in Table XV 

log N2(h)        16.Ik 15.06    15.56 
for TQ --= 6,500° 

15.29        15.02        1U.75 

15.27 liu°8 1U.69 

The differences between N2(h) for the two cases are very small. Hence the 
assumption of constant temperature does not necessarily lead to an appreci- 
able error, at least for the determination of N2(h), 

In the previous section, we calculated the observational values of 
bn. These values lead to one determination of electron temperature and 
electron density. If we have the theoretical value of bn for small inter- 
vals of TQ and Ne, we can obtain Te and Ne from these results and compare 
with those in Table XV. At the present, we have concluded only that Ta 
estimated from the line intensity is lower than 35*000° and may be 
constant throughout the lower region of the chromosphere. The values of 
TQ in Table XV seem to agree with this conclusion. 

We now proceed to calculate values of b2 from the Te, ne, and N2 
valuos in Tables XV and XVI. From equation (2.8) in Chapter III, the 
number of hydrogen atoms per cubic centimeter that are in the second level 
at chromospheric height h may be written 

n ifi) -(-^\*,s.ni(«
,ncc^t^ii)e *"% fa . (5.D 

In the present case,  we may transform from n2(h)  to N2(h),  the total 
number of hydrogen atoms in the second level within a column of unit 
cross-section along the line of sight by tlie following    fonnulat 

'•Hi N,u) xrrr Y 

?-• 
Trt-C-O—-6/7&-10  ^<JO (5.2) 



- 

in which we set Bo " 1.33 • 10 era x  according to the result obtained in 
equation (2.h;« 

Hence, after substituting numerical values, we have from equations 
(£.1) and (5.2) - 

•&*    -X 

. 
i 

1 
1 

* 
1 

s 
•• 

where we introduced the usual approximately, n^ ° ne, in the chromosphere. 
Taking the logarithms of equation (5.3), we may write b2(h) in the following 
form: 

By substituting the values N2(h) given in Table XVI and ne(h) and 
TQ(h) in Table XV, we can obtain the empirical value of log b2 at each 
height. The results are shown in Table XVII. We see that log b2 increases 
considerably with height. By comparing the values of log b2 thus obtained 

Table XVII 

Observed values of log b2 

Height (km) gOO     1000     1$00     2000     2g00     3000 

Log b2 0,32    0c?9    1*24    lc63    2.03    2045 

•d log b2 1n-8rm-l 0.9^    0.90    0.78    0.80   0.8U 
oh 

with the theoretical values computed for small interval of Te and rig, we 
can examine the model derived from the continuum for internal consistency. 
For constant values of r^, bn is larger for higher Te than for lower Te. 
Since bn is a function of both Te and ng, however, we may not conclude 
immediately that the increase of bn with height, shown in Table XVII, 
indicates the increase of Te upwards. However, theoretical calculations 
by Thomas (I9l;9a) have shown that bn is not as sensitive to a change of * 
Ne as it is to a change of TQ, The above table shows that bn increases 
by a factor of 100 over a height range of 2,500 km. Hence, we may conclude 
that a temperature increasing upwards is implied. 

We can prove the internal consistency of the results given in Table 
XVII in the following manner: 
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tfakkig logarithms of equation (3.1) Chapter V, and differentiating with 
respect to h, we have tho height gradient    of the fialmer free-bound 

tsaion at the series limit enu. 

05       "       dtL a-     ** (5.5) 

r 
•VJI .' 

(5.6) 

in which we note that 

for    dJ!np/dh • 0, as we mentioned above.    Substituting equation (5.6) 
into (5.5), we have 

&Ut.*>       dXM*.    Atbx      1.72.10*" ii «,* —  =  -i •— — (5.7; 

Hence, using the above equation, we can calculate the bg-height gradient 
frcm the emission-height gradient in the continuum. Substituting the 
following values obtained from the 1952 data: 

and the values of TB shown in Table XV, we obtain the b2~height gradients. 
These values of d log b^dh are shown in Table XVIII, Comparing these 
results with those  in Table XVII, we see that the agreement of bo-height 

;*\ gradient ia satisfactory. This may prove that the present determination 
of the values of N2 are consistent with the results obtained from the 
continuum. 

Vfe have ignored the term - dfin^/dh from the above equation, since we showed 
earlier that $  is constant, at least for the region lower than 3,000 km 
in the chromosphere. 

Similarly, from equation (5.1), we can write 

: 



. 
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1 

on 

• 

Table XVIII 

Vain* nt   d lQg b2 

• 

• - 

Height (Ian)       £00 1000     1500     2000     2^00     3000 

d log b2 1n-8pm-l ft Ao 
dh 

0.58    0.60    0.55    0.52    0.62 

§6, Discussion of the comparison of the density-height gradient with the 

i 

i 

emission gradient. 
; 

In Chapter I it was mentioned that the emission-height gradient of the 
flash spectrum has been considered to be one of the anomalous features 
that can not be explained by a classical model of the chromosphere. All 
the earlier eclipse observations have shown that the emission-height 
gradient of the Balmer lines increase considerably towards the higher order 
lines. From the 1952 eclipse, Athay and others have found that the 
emission height gradient, an, increases monotonically from 1.56 x 10~°cm~l 
for Hio to the value of 2.12 x 10-8cm-l for H31. The value of 
2.19 x 10-8cm-l is obtained for the height gradient of the continuum at 
the Balmer series limit. 

In the preceding sections, we have mentioned several pieces of 
evidence indicating that the assumptions of constant temperature and * 
exponential decrease of hydrogen atoms are justifiable as a first approxi- 
mation, in the lower region of the chromosphere. Under such assumptions, 
the integrated emission gradient determined from slitless flash spectra 
is equal to the height gradient cf emission per unit volume. Therefore, 
if we ignore the effect of self-absorption as in the earlier analysis, 
the emission gradient of the line En2 must be equal to the density gradient 
of the hydrogen atoms in the n*n level. Further, if departures from 
thermodynamic equilibrium ax-e ignored, the density gradients of all the 
energy states are the same. Thus, in such a classical model, the emission 
height gradients for all lines are identical also. 

I 

In section 5 of Chapter IV,  the value of 0.36 x 10~°cm~l was obtained 
from the 1932 eclipse for f*2,  the density gradient of hydrogen 2nd state* 
In    section 2 of this chapter,  fb " 1«33    x lcHW-1 was obtained from the 
1952 data.     These values are  considerably lower than the emission-height 
gradient determined from the higher order lines.    This disagreement i3 
considered to be duo to the effects of departures from thermodynamic 
equilibrium.    As was discussed in Chapter II, departures from thermodynamic 
equilibrium decrease towards the higher members of the series and are 

if negligible at the seri.es limit.    At the same time,  the  self-absorption for 
the highest line is negligibly small compared to that for lower lines. 
Hence,  from the  above considerations,  the emission gradient,  a^,3 2,19, at 
the series limit may be considered as the density gradient    of hydrogen 
in the highest level.    Therefore, we see  that there is considerable 
difference in our present results between P2 ^d P««« 
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In the present thesis, the df.-nsi.ty-hoight gradients were assumed to be 
the Lame i'or all levels. Since our results seem lo show diffei-ent values 

, of p fur different n, the assumption of a constant gradient is not 
strictly justified. We have to take the dependence of pn upon n into 
accou if,. From equation (2.7) in Chapter III, we see that the emission in 
the Balmer lines in  a function of nn and n2» Hence, if we include the 
depen lance of pn on  n, both [3n and Ro enter into the integration over the 
volume. Therefore, it is impossible to perform the integration analytically 
as was done in Chapter ITT, and it r.mst be done numerically. Further, 
since pn depends on botJi bn and the self-abosrption, it is difficult to 
derive its value for every line.  It seems that the only way to carry out 
the numerical integration is b;y a trial and error method of successive 
approximation. 

At the present, it is more difficult to estimate numerically the 
errors brought into the results by the assumption of p constant with n, 
than to estimate the errors due to the assumption regarding line profiles 
- namely, we assumed that the central intensity of each line is solely 
determined by the amount of Doppler broadening. In the expression for 
the self-absorption derived in Chapter III, self-absorption is a function 

• of the atonuc absorption coefficient at the line center. Hence, it might 
be necessary to consider Stark broadening, particularly since the electron 
temperature was found to be less than 30,000° in the lower region of the 
chromosphere. Further, in a rigorous calculation, one has to consider 
the optical depth at the line center as a transfer problem. Thus, the 
problem ultimately becomes much more difficult. 

One should note, however, that the present analysis was based on the 
relative intensities of the lines, considering, in particular, the relative 
amount of self-absorption and bn. Therefore, the aggregate affect of all 
the small errors may not be appreciable in the final results, 

§7. Concluding remarks. 

Considerable differences between the Balmer line intensitien observed 
at the 1932 and 1952 eclipses appeared. In the lower region of the chromo- 
sphere, the absolute values of line intensities of the 19$2 spectra are 
about five times as large as those of 1932. The emission-height gradients 
of Balmer lines are also approximately UQ$ larger in 1952 than in 1932 
data,, The theoretical investigation treated in Chapter IV and Chapter V 
indicated that these differences are due mainly either to an essential 
variation of the physic.il conditions in tlie chromosphere from time to time 
or to inhomogeniety, i.e., absence of spherical symmetry in the chromosphere. 

. « We shall discuss these points by comparing the numerical results of this 
chapter with those of Chapter IV. 

t In Chapter IV, it was concluded that the departure from thermodynamic 
equilibrium was not a predominent effect in the i932 eclipse observations, 
and the difficulties that appeared in using the classical theory to explain 
the low Balmer decrement could be solved by including the effects of self- 
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absorption only. On the other hand, for the 1952 data our analysis 
showed that the two effects are equally important and the values of bn 

obtained are not at all negligible. The calculations in section 3 of 
Chapter IV for determining bn and the amount of self-absorption simul- 
taneously also agree with this conclusion. The successive computations 
basei on the least square principle did not converge in the analysis of 
the 1932 data, whereas for the 1952 data it gave consistent solutions 
for bn and self-absorption. Hence, the failure in applying the method to 
the 1932 observations may be the negligibly small values of bn. As we 
have discussed in section 2, this difference is clearly seen in the 
characteristic curve of Balmer decrements shown in Figure III. 

Considerable variations were also apparent in the values of the 
density-height gradient, p. The value of 0-83 x 10~°cm-l was given for 
p2 (1932), whereas p? (1952) was 1.33 x lO^cm"

1. Since these values of 
Pji are independent of Te, and all the other assumptions are the same for 
both analyses, the differences in p? should be interpreted as an actual 
variation of chrornospheric conditions. All the above measurements and 
comparisons were based on the assumption of a spherically symmetric dis- 
tribution of physical parameters in the chromosphere. 

As we discussed in Chapter I, Athay, Evans, and Roberts (1953) have 
.round a locally intensified region in the 1952 spectra taken at the west 
limb of the sun. Their preliminary study shows that the hydrogen emission 
gradient in this active region is only one third as high as at the east 
limb, although there appears to be an exponential decrease of intensity 
with height. The Balmer decrements in this region are larger than in the 
east limb region; and the observed decrements from HQ to Ho8 exceed the 
thermodynamic equilibrium decrements «t all heights. Similar over- 
intensification of the helium lines and coronal yellow line are noted in 
the same west limb region. 

j 

They suggest that these observations indicate a local increase of 
electron density and electron temperature so that severe departures from 
thermodynamic equilibrium have taken place. They report that two flares 
were observed at this region on the day of the eclipse, and that the 
observations suggest a moderate limb flare in some stage of its develop- 
ment. Furthermore, the west limb spectra show other irregularities. All 
the chromospheric lines are absent on one side of the region of intensified 
emission. 

i-\ 

It seems that these observations indicate evidence of an irregular 
structure of the chromosphere due to surface activity of the sun. There 
may be finer irregularities, such as spicule configurations, which are not 
detectable within the limit of resolution of the spectra. Thus, the 
chromosphere might have to be considered as a mixture of disturbed regions, 
as has been suggested by Hagen, (1953). 

Another possible cause of disagreement of the results from one eclipse 
to the other, may be some technical error in the measurements. Particu- 
larly, the height determination based on the moon's profile may admit 
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considerable errors. 
• 

, It is interesting to note that in one quantity the data from the 
1932 and 1952 eclipses agree quite well, compared to the large dis- 
crepancies between absolute values of emission-height gradients and P2,s 

for the two eclipses. That quantity is the difference between continuum 
height gradient and po» ^ ^s an important quantity, since, as dis- 
cussed in section 5, it gives a measure of the b2-height gradient, 
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